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Housing Facilities Plagued With 

Heating And Leaking Problems 


By BARRETT GROSS 

Annette Simmons, the l 
IeCretary for the Office of ,
Campus and Residence Life, ~ 
was distraught. "I think we're \ 
at the worst," she said, "It can't I 
act any worse than this." I 

She was referring to 
Purchase's residence facilities 
and the problems that are 
currently plaguing them. Since 
the onset of this exceptionaUy 
cold winter, the fragile nature 
of heating and plumbing 
systems has surfaced, causing a 
chaotic and potentially 
dangerous situation. 

Heating problems have 
occurred in every housing area 
on campus, including the 
dormitories and both 
apartment complexes. At least 
lix different locations have 
logged two or more emergency 
complaints since January 25. Dean 0 Students Chuck Fisher 
The residents of one apartment Residence Life's emergency Idrains, missing door handles, 
have to sleep in Campus Center complaint log. Problems such and overflowi ng toilets 
North indefinitely, because as water leaking through dorm (apparently caused by flushing 
their apartment has no heat. windows during rainstorms, no :san ita r y nap kin san d 
Housing officials were hot waterfor weeks in A Wing, !taropons), add to the chaos. 
considering evacuating J sewage pouring out of J-6-2's i Things were so bad, 
Street, following a flood in an kitchen sink, have been according to Ms. Simmons, 
abandoned apartment there. occurring. In addition, the that "when we saw the rain, we 

A smorgasboard of common problems which are said, 'thank God' because we 
additional complaints can be unrelated to the weather suoh would ge~ leaking complaints 
found . in Campus and as broken locks, clogged i insteadofheatingcomplaints." 

Purchase Is Not Meeting 

Minority Recruitment Guidelines 


By BETH SCHOENHOLTZ 

Why are the numbers of 
black, Hispanic, and Asian 
students enrolled at SUNY 

. Purchase dwindling? Conflict
ing answers to this question 
have been surfacing since last 
December when The LOAD 
published a Viewpoints article 
that revealed the disturbingly 
low figures for minority 
students attending SUNY 
Purchase on a matriculated 
basis. More and more students 
are asking what the Office of 
Admissions is doing to recruit 
minority students. 

In July 1984, the Office of the 
Chancellor of the State 
University system issued a 
memorandum to all SUNY 
College presidents informing 
them of a resolution adopted 
by the State University Board 
of Trustees approving 
guidelines 0 n Affirma tive 
Action for Minority Students. 

T~e ~oals outli_ned in. these 
gwde~nes have as t~elT first 
three Items the folloWlOg: 

A. Each campus community 
should be clearly informed that 
the successful enrollment and 
retention of minority students 
is a high priority of the campus 
president and is a campus-wide 
responsibility. 

B. Each campus should have 
a plan for attracting and 
enrolling minority students as 
part of its overall plan for 
attracting and enrolling 
students . . Plans for serving 
students from underrepresen
ted groups should be reviewed 
and updated at regular 
intervals. 

C. The focal point of 
responsibility for campus-wide 
recruitment and retention of 
minority students should be 
clearly assigned, and the 

see MINORITY on page 4 

Reagan Proposes Devastating 

Cut In Student Financial Aid 


By JESSE MENTKEN 

JStreet Under Reconstruction; 

Broken Pipes Causing Damage 


By MARK DiMASSIMO 

J Street apartment dwellers 
had to put a few extra blankets 
on their beds last Saturday 
Disht. The heat had to be 
turned off due to lack of water 
pressure to one or more broken 
pipes. According to Jim Ferry, 
the RA on duty at the time of 
the breakage, someone had left 
a window open in one of J 
Street's condemned apart
ments. The intense cold caused, 
Ferry said, two pipes to freeze 
and break:. 

Dean of Students Chuck 
Fisher said a water main and 
several pipes broke. According 
to the Student Director on 
duty, Ron Drewes, the 
apartment was filled with three 
feet of water and the ceilings of 
other J Street apartments were 
covered with ice. 

Don Davis, director of 
Maintenance, could not be 
contacted forcom"lent, but his 
secretary said that he is "a very 
busy man." At the time this 
reponer was trying to reach 
him, Davis was standing atop J 
Street with representatives of 

the Dormitory Authority, 
presumably pleading this 
school's case for renovation of 
Apartment Complex I. 

"You can imagine the 
pressure this man is under," 
Chuck Fisher'said, referring to 
Davis. The pressure goes hand
in-hand with the fact that 
Purchase's housing facilities 
have been deteriorating for 
years. This deterioration was 
excelled greatly last year when, 
faced with a drastically smaller 
budget, the administration 
decided · to cut mostly 
maintenance employees in 
order to preserve the academic 
integrity of the school. 

Chuck Fisher added, "Please 
know that everyone in Campus 

and Residence Life, Adminis

tration and Maintenance is 


' painfully aware of this 

problem. We just don't have 

the money to correct it. It's an 

embarrassment. 

1'I0using is essential. We have 
demanded that the Dormitory 
Authority completely renovate 

see J STREET on page 4 

i Campus and Residence Life 
received sixteen phone calls 
that day reporting water 
leaking through dorm 
windows. 

But for some residents, the 
heating problems have 
continued unabated by the 
recent break in the weather. 
For instance, June K.osloff, and 
the other residents of M-4-3, 
returned from the winter break 
to find that there was no heat or 
hot water in their apartment. 
They notified housing, who 
then notified Maintenance. 
Meanwhile, a leak sprang in 
·one bathroom and flooded one 
bedroom and the hallway. 
Maintenance workers came to 
repair the leak, but the 
situation only worsened and 
the women were forced to 
abandon the room. In an 
attempt to fix the leak and 
restore the heat, the workmen 
were returning daily. K.osloff 
remarked, "You feel good 
because they're trying to fix it, 
but it's every day. It's such an 
inconvenience. " 

"To be paying $900 a 
semester-six of us paying $900 
each - it's ridiculous," added 
another resident, "and they still 
can't fix it." 

Recently, their situation has 
gotten worse. Last Tuesday, 
the women were relocated to 
see HOUSING on page 4 

President Ronald Reagan 
has proposed a 2.3 billion 
dollar cut in financial aid to 
college students. If approved 
by Congress, it would eliminate 
aid to over one million 
collegians. 

The proposal is part of 
Reagan's Fiscal Year 1986 
budget request submitted to 
Congress on February 4. It 
would lower federal aid from 
8.6 billion dollars to 6.3 biIlion
-a 27% decrease. 
"There he goes again," said Sue 
Wray, President of the Student 
Association of the State 
University (SASU), "President 
Reagan is continuing his 
efforts to systematically 
dismantle the federal fu'lancial 

President ROfUlld Reagan 

aid programs, which provide 
access and choice to students. 
We must now convince 
Congress of the desperate need 
for educational support." 

Several financial aid 
programs are slated for slashes 
in the budget, with the federally 
subsidized Guaranteed Student 
Loan program facing the 
largest decrease. 

In the administration's 
proposal, students whose 
family's adjusted gross income 
is over $32,500 would be denied 
GSLs. Furthermore, the needs 
test, the form currently used to 
determine GSL eligibility 
would be terminated; economic 
need or family circumstances 
would play no part in the 
dolling out of the multi-billion 
dollar program. . 

Nationwide , these new 
eligibility guidelines would 
result in the elimination of 
nearly one million awards. In 
New .York State, students 
receive 12.5% of all GSL 
nationwide, (in 1984, 396,528 
students have· borrowed 
936,000 million dollars). The 
proposals would have severe 
effects on both the state student 

. body and SUNY. 
A total of 95,800 students in 

New York State will be denied 
access to GSLs, resulting in a 
loss of 221.8 miIIion dollars. 

see CUTS on page 4 
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Admissions Hires A New Counselor A·nd 

An Assitant, Director of Admissions 


The coUege has fiUed two slots in 
the Admissions Department by hiring 
an Assistant Director of Admissions 
and anrf Adthissions Counselor. 

The Assistant Director, Bob 
Kinnally, had been an Admissions 
Counselor at Pace University in 
Pleasantville, New York since 1983. 

Donna Carter Grady, the new 
Admissions Counselor, held that same 
position at Tufts University in 
Medford, Massachusets and was an 
instructor of Basic Skills Education in 
Missouri. 

"Both were the unanimous top 
choices of aU the finalists, "said Gene 
Ann Flaherty, the Director of 
Admissions. 

What Is The Student Union? 

By JESSE MENTKEN 

What is the Student Union11t is not 
the Student Senate Association. The 
Student Senate's main responsibility 'is 
allocating the student activities ' fees 
and, in so doing, funding the Student 
Union. 

The SU is the group on campus that 
works on the political concerns of the 
Purchase student body. • 

It was one of the major contributors 
to a historical victory last year. As part 
of the Purchase Voter Registration ' 
Coalition the SU fought for, the right 

for SUNY Purchase students to vote on 
campus was won. On election night, 
November 6, 81S students had voted. 
900 had registered. . 

One of the primary goals of the SU is 
bridging the gap between students and 
the political issues oftoday. With that in 
mind, the SU organized Socia-Political 

. Week last semester. For five days there 
were lectures and discussions on crucial 
issues such as the Arms Race, Central 
America, and abortion. Socio
Political Week seemed to invigorate the 
campus and the SU would like to make 

~~ ...~~ ....~~~.. it an annual tradition. 
, . .. • But with IS members most ofthem 
! . THE LOAD • ! senior~, starting a tradition will not bestuden~s. The new student art gallery, 
, SUIY PURCHASE , easy. Recruitment is the SU's task this 
! ",..88; I.Y. 10577 !, semester. While in 1982 the SU's first 
, (914) 253-9097 . , 'year, it focused its .efforts on an award 
• . • winning Nuclear Arms lecture series, it 
! R,.ann. Lufr..! now takes a more active role in the 

, political issues effecting students, and 
! . this ' role demands broad student ' 
, support. 
. Yet., the importance of recruitment 
! wiU not prevent the SU from continued 
, work on issues. Already, this semester 
!several SU committe~s are begining to 
, pick up steam:':StudeNts ' Against 
• Repr~ssive L~gislation, Central 
! Amenca Committee and the Nuclear 
, Committee (which is working 00 an 
! Atomic Cafe Coffee House-see the 
, calendar). 
• Of course, some SU members are not 
! devoted to specific political causes and 
, instead rely on the SU for political 

• educatipn. The weekly meetings in thel· 
! Confe~nce Room. in Campus Center! ' N0rt!t~t 9:30 p.m. IOclude p.lanni~g for' 

.! upcoop~, events and dlSCUSSlons
debates-op sub~ec~ ranging from the 
21 Year Old Dnnkins Age Law to the 
Nicaraguan Revolution. 

• Are the students here apathetic1"No. 
! .~eop~e care/If Shaun Paul answers. "It's 
'Justa matter of acting on those 
!convictions" 

t 8 u t 	 ., roug man a ory t den,'. r It f ~ 	 \ 
ac IV y e88 . ~ ~ . , 

,..~~~~~~~~ 

2 The Load, February 20, 1985 	 1': 

Flaherty said that over two hundred 
applicants responded to advertisements 
in the New York Times this December 
announcing openings in the two 
positions. 

Out of the applicant pool there were 
six semi-finalists for the Assistant 
Director position and five for 
Admissions Counselor. 

The Search Committee, composed of 
Dr. James Utter, representing the 
Letters and Science Department;Carol 

Walker, representing the Arts; JaVier 
Melendez, represen ting the 
administrative staff; and Flaherty, 
representing the Admissions 
Department, interviewed the eleven 
semi,.finalists and, according to 
Flaherty, "We got our two top choices." 

"He simply did the best in the 
interviews," said Flaherty when asked 
why KinnaUy was chosen. She added, 
"He had recommendations from his two 
top supervisors and a number of his 
coUeagues." 

"Donna's particular strength were 
very good communicative skiUs and 
definite, interests in working with .,' 

purchase Student A :rt' 

Gallery,:Qpens' This Week 


Never before on the SUNY Purchase 
campus has there been a student art 

I gaUery that has been open to aU 

that WI~ open on February 18 in the 
Fireside. Lo~nge, wiU display exhibits 
on rotatlOg mtervals every two weeks. 

The stude~t art ~~e!y is a plac::e for 
all studen~, I~ any dlvtsl~n, who WIS~ to 
show: pamtings, draWIngs, mobiles, 
SCUlptures, doodles, cartoons, 
pho~ographs, poetry, fiction writing, 
f~shion a~wear, jewelry, ~rints, de
S1gns, . e.tchings, m~ and vtdeos. The 
gaUe,!, IS also I~oking for students who 
a~, SlOg, do mI~e, dance and who've 
Vide? taped therr performance" and 
/nUS1~ns who would like to perform at 
~pe.rungs. 
With. th~ support of some very 

~nthuS18stiC students, we're finaUy 
getting this project off the ground," 
ta~ Julie Kenyon, a junior literature 

maJor who had proposed the idea. of a 
student art gallery to the Campus and 

Paul, Treasurer, have begun their Sch~lars~p. Act ~0)1V. ~~pli~tions are 
second semester as Executi've members available 10 the FinanCIal Aid Office. . 	 .. . 
of the SUo All Union members have National Direct Student Loan 
repeatedly stressed that the SU does not Worksbops: 

., 	 contributors: Michael Alch, 'operate on a hieran:hialsystemand the Wednesday, Feb. 20 
• 	 Richard Campbell, Matt Ebert, ! most important part of the SU is its Thunday, Feb. 21 

David F08ter, David Froh. Joyce 'members ' Monday Feb 2S
! Geringer Peter Gottlieb H L . 1 . , .' 
, Grlnglef~rt, Janice Hu';'inski: J Accordingly,. the diversity of ~UNY at 4:30 p.rn. 10 the Conference Room of 
! John Klima June K0810ff Mary ! ,Purchase prOVides the ~JJ WIth a,!! Campus Center South. Read your letter , "',.. _ . . ' .'. I carefuU

eXC1~~g membership potentiaL~ts, I Y'. 
• IIlusIC1anS, dancers ... all have something 1985.-86 Deadlines: 

! special to offer. But, as of yet, the SU February IS - Mail your . F AF 

'Diem~~hip has not been large enough (Financial Aid Form) to Princeton, 

! to accurately represent the multi- N.J. to reach the Financial Aid Office 

., talented student body. . ' by March IS. 

March IS 	 - Application for Campus 
. Administered Aid, SUNY · Purchase. 

Send to CCS room 30ll. 
April IS - Be sure to submit a signed 

• copy of your own and your parents 1984 
L!,RS 1040 before mailing the ori.nnJlIs 

.	 ' eo-- • 

Donn. M. G,.dy, n~wly la/r,d 
Admiulotu C~1or 

students whQ woUld like to assISt us in 
recruitment of prospective st'Jdeuts," 
said Flaherty. 
. Grady wiU be directly involved in two 
new Admissions programs. A student 
recruitment team where students will be 
,trained . to recruit and then go on the 
road. And an admissions club for 
students interested in entering the 
admissions profession. 

Some of KinnaUy's responsibilities 
Will be on the road recruitment and 
special recruitment strategies . 

Residence Life stan. "The idea was well 
' receiv~d ~y e.veryone I ,had spok~n to; 
Dee Mohnan (ombudsperson), Cberyl 
Smith (student life director), and sandy 
Corday (Student Activities secretary) 
were ~specially helpful in ' giviDI 
alternatives and suggestions to the'way 
the gallery should be handled." 
. ~~. Kenyon al~o stated that "the 
IOdlVlduais on this campus need an 
outlet for their creativity and a place for 
their work. to be seen." 

Anyone i~terested in showing their 
work, hel~lOg to curate ~hows, or 
volunteer ti~e to -.do s ~unty (all of 
w~ch is done by ~tudents presentina 
thelr'work) should stop by the gallery.
"~e students ca.n .d~splay· an>:thiDI 

the~ ~ke as long as It IS not offenSIve or 
mabclous towards anyone else," MI. 
Kenyon explained. . 
. . Openings are · set for every other 

Monday at 4:30 p.m. in the Fireside 
Lounge. GaUery hours wiU be posted OD 
t.be doors; 

Lori Clune, President, and Shaun I for a ' P~U Grant ~r T~PI ~egents aU PeU Grant Applicants should be 

--..------------~--------------_. 
.. 	 I

FINAN CIAL AlP 	 I
INFORMATION 	 I


June. 1. -	 Recommended date for 
I 	 • .. 	 submitting a Guaranteed Student Loan t 
March 31, 1985 IS the last day to apply Application. Student Aid' Reports for 

. 
submitted to the Financial Aid Office. 
TAP Ii . ilableapp cations are not yet ava . 
Higher Education Services Corpora
tion wiU mail applications to aU curreDt 
TAP recipients during April. ~The I
Financial Aid Office wiU not receive our 

I '1 A '1 
supp Yuntl pn . 
Need help with your application? The I 
F' . I A'd C I '11 blnancla I ounse or WI e 
available 	 to answer questioDI I 
pertaining to 1985-86 applications and 
deadlines 	 Bring your forms and get I 
started ~fore your application is Iatel 

. 
February 19-.WorkshopatS.p.m.lDthc 
EI.F A~demlc Lounge. . 
Clip ~s a~d save for y~ur IOformatioD t'~ 
MathematiCS and SCience Teacher 
Scholarship applications for the July I,
' 198S J 3 9 . .to 	 une 0, I 86 academiC year I 
'must be postmarked by March I, 1985~ 

. . 

------..-------------~---------



Admissions Starts The First SUNY Guidance 

Counselor Advisory Board 


Iy ROSANNE LUFRANO 
Director of Admissions 

Genevieve Ann Flaherty has 
put together an Admissions 
Guidance Counselor Advisory 
Board, which she says is the 
only one in the SUNY system. 

Flaherty says the board is 
intended to "plan ~rketing 
strategies with people who 
.ork with students." 

It is comprised of Ms. 
Flaherty, Acting Assistant 
Director Ettore Piraino, 
Director of Institutional 
Research George Haag, and 
luidance counselors from 
various Westchester and 
Rockland County high 
aools. 'Director oj Admissions,

Ms. Flaherty said, "I 
introduced the plan shortly 
after my arrival this fall 
because there were fewer 
ItUdcnts here than I expected 
from Westchester and 
Rockland. It's difficult for a 
achool to be known in its own 
backyard. 

"We meet once a mOnth to 
discuss what students are 
e~periencing with college 
admissions. We want to give 
word of what we are doing 
here." 

Flaherty, who has been in the 
admissions field for 11 years, 
explained, "We wanted to meet 
with key guidance counselors . 
from Westchester and 
Rockland because we wanted 
the benefit of their insight." 

Her plan fot the Board is to 
f'familiarize the guidance 
tounselors with Purchase as it 
is in 1985." 

Flaherty is inviting SUNY 
Purchase deans and other key 
pe\lple on campus to speak at 
the monthly meetings. Last 
month Dean of Letters and 

Genevifve Ann Flaherty
SCIence ed Gross addressed 
the Board, briefly describing 
the Letters and Science 
program here at Purchase to 
the visiting guidance 
counselors. The Dean also 
added that the program will be 
expanded to include minors in 
such fields as journalism and 
creative writing. In addition, 
Dean Gross said that the school 
would offer a BA in all of the 
arts fields, providing that the 
school hires additional faculty 
to teach those courses. 

The second phase of the 
admissions plan is a state-wide 
survey, compiled by Director 
of Institutional Research 
George Haag. The survey was 
sent out recently to over 3,000 
hi g h s c h 0 0 1 g u ida n..~e 
counselors in New York state, 
and the results should be in by 
March 15. According- to 
Flaherty, the findings should 
help to determine whether 
Purchase has an "image 
problem" with guidance 
cou nse 10 rs ... Guid a nce 

V A Senior Show Situation Resolved 

By NORA NACHUMI 
On September 19, 1984, at a of the senior project was an 

meeting of the Visual Arts individual show, which along 
Senior Class, Dean Ed Colker with an expository essay, 
read a proposal by the Visual would be subjected to a critique 
Arts faculty that "there be a one by the student's sponsor and a 
week exhibit of selected pieces second reader, also selected by 
of aU senior projects at the end the student and administration. 
of the school year." In other During the past two years, 
woros, this proposal recom- concern has risen within , the 
mended the end of the faculty about the relation ofthe 
iudividual senior shows. senior show to the senior 
, Two concerns providea the project as a whole. Some .felt 
basis for this proposal. The that the senior show was 
fiB!, an academic concern, becoming an end in itself rather 
fOCUlCd upon the changing role than the culmination of a year 
of the senior show. Since the long project. As such, the 
iDccption of the School of senior show was beginning to 
Vis.1 Arts, seniors have been stress the product rather than 
required to complete a full year the process of the student's 
project. This project, work that. students were 
couducted under the guidance beginning to work for, and be 
of a chosen sponsor, was an graded upon the success of 
attempt by the student to their shows rather than upon 
limultaneously realize and the sum of their four years of 
expand upon the work experience. 
accomplished during the first Other administrators were 
three and a half years of the also worried about the 
student's tenure at Purchase. uneveness of the shows as a 
The project stressed the process whole. As shows became more 
of the learning experience' as and more relevant to the 
well as the students individual senior's full year project and 
Jl'owth as an artist. final grade, the quality of the 

The traditional culmination show itself was becoming an 
see V A on page 8 

counselors tend to advise 
students about the schools they 
know. We want to determine 
what basis they use to advise 
students and what they know 
about SUNY Purchase." 

Flaherty believes that this 
t; Board is helping to open
.8 communications between 
c>l Purchase and the surrounding 
c community. For example, 
~ since the Board was created, a 
;'1 high school in Byram Hills has 
~ asked if Purchase students 
o would be willing to participate 
.g, in the school's Humanities Day 

to demonstrate their abilities as 
Purchase students. She also 

,plans to institute two 
additional boards; one with · 
guidance counslors from New 
York City and Long Island, 
and another with Connecticut 
and New Jersey, with a steering 
committee to direct all three 
boards. Flaherty hopes to have 
ali this accomplished by next 
year. 

Other new programs to be 
implemented by Admissions 
are a Student Guide Program, 
a Student Host Program 
(wherein a Purclu\se student 
would allow a prospective 

l student to stay overnight on 
campus and attend classes), a 
Student Recruiter Program, 
and an Admissions Club (for 
students wishing to pursue a 
career in admissions) which 
will become active next fall. 

Flaherty is designing these 
_programs because "I am 

interested in recruiting students 
who will stay at the college 
through graduation." She 
adds, . "I am not interested in 
numbers." 

tudent Leaders Meet WithAdministrators 
To Discuss Key Issues OJ The Campus 

By JESSE MENTKEN needed to support minority 
Student leaders and the students do not exist and would 

executive committee of the be too costly to institute. 
College met for three hours to "There would be subtractions 
discuss some of the key issues from existing resources," he 
surrounding the campus. claimed. 

In the past few months, Associate Director of the 
student-administration rela- Educational Opportunity 
tions have been strained. This Program Javier Melendez 
can be partly attributed to the calling that reasoning "dead 
College's decision not to renew · wrong" asked, "why are we 
the contracts of four insistant that minority students 
professors, a growing student' need supportive services?" 
frustration with deteriorating What followed caught most 
facilities. and a realization that in attendance by surprise 
Purchase needs a student Grebstein admitted that he 
Center to offset the "alienating" "was extrapolating from EOP 
architecture of the campus. experielflce." He added,' "I do 

The meeting, held in the tend to confuse minority with 
Fireside Lounge on Monday, educationally disadvantaged. I 
February 4, was arranged by should try to re-evaluate my 
heads of clubs and organiza- thinking." 
tions such as the Gayl Lesbian- Gre bstei n's s ta temen ts 
Bisexual Union, MOA, The concerning the contractual 
Load, Black Student Associa-. policies of the administration 
tion, Purchase Martial Arts also seemed to be a re
Society and Tetran Conscious- evaluation. In the January 30 
ness, and was intended to issue of The Load, he is quoted 
aleviate tbe strain by giving the as making recommendations 
administration an opportunity regarding faculty contracts up 
to present their views and for renewal. At the meeting, 
hopefully initiate a discourse however, he said that "the final 
between students and decision is my responsibility. 
administration, Technically, I make a 

At the meeting, President rC':commendation to the 
Sheldon Grebsteinresponded. to chancellor of SUNY but it is 
charges that the College had my responsibility to make a 
too few minority students decision. 
enrolled and was not making Also in that issue of The 
minority enrollment a priority. Load it states that Grebstein 
Grebstein said that the services and Dean of Letters Ted Gro!l~- .. . . 

see MEET on page 8 

Student Senate Announces Lecture Series 

By DAVID FROH 

The Stu den t Sen ate and has been allocated a $4,000 
Association has announced Student Senate budget line. 
that its aonual Lecture Series Specific scheduling and 
will addre~s career develop- names ?f guest lecturers is not 
ment and Will be held on March yet available. John Crystal will 
25 to the 29. be the keynote speaker for the 

The series is being organized opening day of the series. He is 
by Student Senate Vice a revolutionary in the field of 
President Allison Mahoney, career development and 

- promotes the concept "Career 
as a lifestyle, not just as work." 
There will be workshops for 
economics, art history, 
environmental science, and job 
interview skills. Seminars will 
be held on: anxiety reduction 
for peforming arts majors and a 
nuts and bolts resume writing 
session for musicians. The 
workshop panels will be 
comprised of Purchase alumni, 
outside experts, and a faculty 
moderator. Discussions will be 
augmented by films. 

This year's Lecture Series, 
unlike past ones, is a 
cooperative effort by . the 
student body, Joan Albert 
(Director of Career Develop~ 
ment), and the Deans of 
various academic divisions. 
Mahoney emphasized the 
importance of this. She said, 
"This is the first time that such 
cooperation has existed on 
campus." Mahoney adds, 
"Hopefully the lecture series 
will be on-going. There is a 
need for students to prepare for 
life after Purchase." She is 
currently exploring the 
feasibility of the Student 
Senate funding future career 
development programs. 

~ 
Photo mon~age by Jessica BIIrd tmd MIITk. Reinertson shows 

eJCtunples oj work. dOM by Vis., Arts students 
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CUTS: ,.. continuedfrompqt IH0 USING continuedfrom page 1 

the rooms usually reserved for condemned apartment next 
guests on the third floor of door. He has left his room and 
Campus Center North, while is. staying with friends. But 
their food, clothing and other Laura Avitable, the assistant 
possessions remained in their dean of Campus and Residence 
apartment. Housing officials life, said no refunds will be . 
hoped that the women would foribcoming from her 
be able to return to their department. "No one has 
apartment this week after the directly asked me for a refund," 
necessary repairs were said Ms. Avitable, "but to the 
completed. According to Joe extent that we offer the option 
Tedesco, assistant to · the for residents to transfer, we feel 
DirectoP of Maintenance Don that we are meeting our 
Davis, heating problems began commitments." When asked 
in the ntw apartments as soon where such a student might go, 
as they were built in 198J. The Ms. Avitable indicated that 
apartments are heated by hot they would be relocated to the 
water from the heating plant dormitories. 
which is turned into steam by The condemned apartments
radiators .inside the _apart on J. Street, which are 
ments. . Problems artse if undergoing repairs for leaking
balancing valves, which control . roofs, are affecting residents in 
the flow of hot water, are neighboring apartments. The 
improperly adjusted. Since the pipes froze and burst in J-9-~, a 
hot water flows through the condernnCcl apartment, caUSlOg 
apartments sequentially, if the the floods in J-7-1. The flood . 
valves in one or two apartments was discovered on January 31 
are open too far, they "steal" in J-9-2 by a former student,
heat from .other apartments Caroline Casey, who .was 
further down the line. M-4-3 is visiting her brother Michael. 
the "end" apartment of the When she arrived, she r~portcd
heating system. "Without that there ·was water leaking
getting too technical, there was from an apartment. . 
not enough differential Noah Kaufm'an, who 
between the supply pressure reported the flood to Public 
and the end pressure," said Mr. Safety, commented, "It looked 
Tedesco. like someone had turned a 

That · missing differential spigot on the side of the 
plus the flo:oding bas prompted apartment." Paul Sedita, bead 
Kosloff and others to consider resident of the old apartments,
asting for a refund ofa portion said, "It was like a tropical rain 
of their housing fees. Another forest." There wa,s water 
dissatisfied resident, Michael coming from the walls and the 
Casey, who resides in J-7-I, ceilings.
had his room flooded when . Pipes burst in J-7-1 
pipes burst last 'ftCkcpd in the approximately a week latc.r' 

Caused by the temperature 10 
.. the condemned apartments,J STREET from page 1 

. which dipped below the 
Apartment Complex I." frcczingpoint. However, there 
Responding to the rumor that was ·some disagreement about 
the old apartments were b~t why the heat was not sufficient. 
for temporary Ule, FISher saId Workers for the College and 
emphatically, "No. They were Mr. Tedesco explained that 
meant to be as permanent as maintenance has no control 
any building on this campus. It over the heat in the old 
was a lousy piece of shoddy apartments, and that it is 
construction. They were not Campus and Residence Life's 
built to fall down in ten years." jresponsibility to sec that the 
Fisher put the cost of apartments are heated. Both 
renovating ilt moe than I Mr. Tedesco and Ms. Avitable 
million dollars. pointed out, however, that 

Assistant Dean Laura since there was no one living in 
Avitable and Don Davis spent the apartments, there would 
a large part of their weekend have been no one to report 
bcrc working on this problem. heating problems if they did, in 
Avitable said no one had to ~ fact, exist. 
relocated from J Street this The flooding was so 
weekend due to lack of heat, extensive . in J-9-2 and J-7-1 
but residents .of tWo hcatl~ that if they are to be habitable 
apart.rtents in Apartme~t again, their interiors will have 
Complex II had to be put up 10 to be entirely rebuilt. "Floors, 
Campus Center North. Chuck walls, ceilings, carpets _ 
Fisher commented that the new everything," said Ms. Avitable. 

\ apartments are "lightyears Mr. Tedesco said the extent of 
. better than the old apart- the repain would depend on 

ments." "how badly the sheetrock got
FISher and others in the it." 

administration have been Tedesco added, "It will be 
fighting a long, steep uphill costly, we don't know how 
battle for money fr,?m SUNY, costly." · Provided that the 
Central for renovation of the money is allocated from 
campus. "We have sewage Albany, the rcpails will be 
backing up into the PAC. The conducted during the summer 
bricks on the QUill are falling . and will hopefully be habitable 
apart. We can't afford to fIX by next fall. . . 
them, so we spray them with This winter's crisis has
pain! so ther can be se:n ~ . highlighted the long term 
won t ~ ,npped over, saId · housing problems the Collcge 
Fisher, "This campus is very will have to face, especially if 
strikina When someone fInt . they pursue their current 
sees it, but then the problems . program of extending the 
start to show. rm getting very student population. Laura 
discouraged." Avitable said that the campus is 
4 The Load, February 20, 1985 

currently operating at near 
100% occupancy, but that there 
aren't any plans for 
construction of additional 
campus housing. "That would 
have to be an institutional 
decision," .she Said, "It has to be 
tied to the planned growth of 
the College." 

College · President Sheldon 
Grebstein said, "Hwe were .to 
continue to increale enroll
ment, we would need more on
campus . housing." Grcbstcin 
added that there have been 
several proposals for 
coIlStruction of new housing 
facilities at Purchase for years 
but other SUNY campUICS 
ha~ demonstrated a greater 
need for the accomodations. 

"By State standards, we are 
not over-cnrolled. The case we 
can ma~e,and will make, is to 
improve the · quality of the 
housing we have." Dean of 
Students Chuck Fisher 
mentioned that we often begin 
the fall semester with 110-115% 
occupancy in housina facilities, 
but that by the end of the 
spring, the figure is . usually 
below 100%. Schools like 
Albany and Stony Brook often 
begin _the year with 150% 
occupancy. Grebstcin added 
that students at Stony Brook 
are not guaranteed on-campus 
housing and students enrolled 
at Albany who live within a 
certain distance of the school 
are not permitted to live on 
campus. 

"Statewide, what you have is 
a crazy quilt, said the 

.President, "Many campus have 
empty dormitories, and others 
have tremendous overflow. We 
are somewhere in the middle." 
Expansion of the student 
population at Purcbale will 
take place only with the 
"unequivical backing" of 
Albany. 

When asked whether it -made 
sense to continue to ' pour 
money into the old apartments, 
which seem to be deteriorating 

. rapidly, Grebstein replied that 
the campus budget proposal to 
the State Dormitory Authority 
included 16 projects requiring 
1.58 million dollars, mostly ' 
related to renovation. "The 
attention of the people in 
SUNY .Central is on this 
problem," he said. "There is no 
alter:native to apartments at 
SUNY Purchase. rm optimi
stic that we'll have some 
improvemeni." 

Money for the renovations 
of .f-7-1 and J-9-2 is not 
included in the budget 
proposals, however, · Laura 
Avitablc said that officials 
from the Dormitory Authority 
will be here next week to assess 
the damages. 

Even with the overwhelming 
problems, Maintenance bas 
used the past several days of 
warmer temperatures to catch 
up on many repairs. They 
believe t~t the heatina crisis is 
over, but , as Mr. Tedesco 
pointed out, "It has not been 
that cold lately." 

Coupled with the changes in 
the GSL program, Reagan 
wants to place a $4,000 "mega
cap" on total fmancial aid 
grants, direct loans, work 
study" guaranteed loans, to any 
one student per year. Senator 
Clairbornc · Pen. D. -R.I., 
original sponsor of the Pell 
Grant program, estimates.that 
one half of the430,000 students 
potentially affected by this 
ceiling come from families with 
incomes of less than 512,000. 

In addition, this proposal 
w~uld · have a devastating 
impact on graduate ,education. 
Nearly 75% of all graduate 
students in the state will be 
affected. SUNY graduate 
studentswilliosc en average of 
52,000 per year. 
. President of the National 

Education Association, Mary 
Hatwood Futrell, was one of 
many persons working. in the 
field of higher education that 
spoke out against Reagan's 
proposal. She said, "It is 
incredibly short sighted to 
disrupt the education of so 
many students at a time when 
the Congress and the people 
have clearly reCognized the 
importance of excellence in 
C<\1.Ication for our nation's 
future." 

- Total federal funding for 

flD8JlCia1 aid has declined 23% 

.in real dollar terms since 1980. 

This year, Pell Grants and 

campus based aid do not escape 

Reagan's long standina goal to 

make the program unattract

ive. Students pay low interest 

rates, and lenders are now 

.willing to make federal loans 


II because ofsubsidies paid by the 
federal government. These 
payments would be . substan
tiaUy reduced and the program 
would be more difficult to 
adminim,r. Many lenders will 
stop makina loans to a great 
number of students still 
eligible. 

24% of all undergraduates 
and · 22% of ,all gra4uates 
currently participating in the 
program will be eliminated 

(rom aid. 
Within the SUNY system, 

26,444 students would be 
excluded at a loss of nearly 50 
million dollars. GSL cbaDJea 
would deny New Yorken .0 
million dollars in student loana 
and force lenders out to tile 
program. 

The administration is aIIo 
proposing changes in the 
subsidies that are paid to 
private lenders that would 
reduce the federal gOvefDo 
me nt's involvement iD 
education. He secks to impole 
a 525,000 adjusted groll 
income eligibility ceiling on 
Pell Grants and campusbued 
.aid programs (State Studem 
Incentive Grants, Supplemen
tal Educational Opportunity 
Grants, College Work Study, 
National Direct Student 
Loans). Nationally, this ~ 
will eliminate more than 
808,000 (29%) of the 2.8 Qli1lioa 
Pell , recipients ~ Total 
appropriation for Pell would 
be slashed by S664 million, 
from 53.25 billion to 52.681, 
billion. hi addition, propOle6 
changes in the appropriatioDl 
language for the 1985-86 Pen 
Grants could result in 
reductions in all · studeDt 
awards. 

Fipal1y, the adrDinistration 
ha~ resubmitted .a plan to 
restructure aU campUS" based 
aid programs. ' SSIG, SEOG 
and NDSL are slated for 
complete elimination. A 
portion of these funds and 
those from existing Colic. 
Work-Study programs will be 
used to create an expanded 
Work-Study Grant program. 

When Governor of New 
York, Mario Cuomo, 
s~bm.itted his budget to the 
legislature last month, SUNY 
students were relieved that, 
unlike the past five years,therc 
was no proposal for a tuition 
increase nor -housing fee rise. 
Now, however, Reagan's 
federalism is putting a quick 
end to this relicf. 

students are choosing to attendMINORITY from page 1 
upstate SUNY schools such as 

campus community should' Albany, Buffalo, and Potsdam,
have a clear understanding of, because those schools provideawhere the responsibility has weekend .bus that transportsbccIi assigned. 

minority students ·"home" (to
Genevieve Ann Flaherty, New York City) for the 

Director of Admissions at ~kend. Ms. Flaherty believes 
SUNY' Purchase, claims thai that minority students "often 
she was not infoimed · by need to be ' close to their 
President Grebstcin about the families, and may have 
A/Trrmotive Action Guidelines responsibilities at home such as 
for Minority Students, a job that they may have 
however, she "knew about maintained-which may be a 
that" from her prior experience reason that they have to get
in the flCld of Admissions. .home for the weekend." 


Ms. Flaherty has stated that 
 Going "home for th' 
at prescnt there is no minority · weekend" is not advocated by
stUdent recruitment plan per~, Renneth Sorhaindo, Dircictor 
but that her plans for the of the Educational Opportu
recruitment of all prospective nity . Program at SUNY 
students inclUde "two things Purchase. Mr. Sorhaindo was 
that draw attention to .those addressed about minority
students who can't travel to recruitment and enrollment 
SUNY Purchaac to attend our because it is a fact that many of 
information lessions." SUNY · Purchase's currently

Inadequate transportation enrolled minority students 
to and from the campus was entered the College under the 
cited repeatedly by Ms. auspices of the EOP. "I do not 
Flaherty.as the reason for the think that students should be 
lack of minority students leaving campus for the 
attending SUNY Purchase on a weekends-rd rather ICC them 
matriculated basis. The new 
director feels that minority see M.INORITY on page 10 

. 
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Purchase Receives Award For 

Alcohol Awareness Week 


By JOYCE GERINGER 

SUNY Purchase has won an 
Award of Merit for Outstan
ding Programming for its 
Alcohol Awareness Week last 
IICDlcster, organized by Clint 
Spiegel, Director of Student 
Ufe Programs. 

The award was given by 
NASPA (the National 
Association for Student 
Personnel Administrators). 

The three day program used 
various formats to pursue and 
understand the alcohol 
problem today. A discussion 
on "Alcohol and Other Drugs 
and Where Does It All 
End?"took place on Oct.9. The 
next day the film "Under the 
Influence" was shown in the 
Pub. In the Back Bar Doug 
Capasso, manager of the Pub, 
showed how to make non
alcoholic drinks. Ginger ale 
doesn't have to be the only 
alternative. Then, in the CCS 
lobby Public Safety demons
trated the Balloon Test. On 
Oct. II an open Alchoholics 
Anonymous meeting took 
place for anyone interested. 

Currently there are "Dry & 

Clean" meetings every Monday 
night on the 2nd floor of 
Campus Center South between 
7:30-8:30 p.m. The meetings 
are open to anyone interested 
in ending an addiction to 
alcohol or other drugs and 
want to follow the AA format 
are invited to attend. 

Spiegel is 'now organizing a 
Well ness Week '85 which will 
take place March 25, 26, and 
27. In conjunction with other 
sources and organizations this 
program will try to bring 
a wareness on overall health 
issues. The flrst day, March 25, 
will focus on nutrition, the 26th 
will . be devoted to physical 
exercise and the 3rd day will 
focus on feelings, relaxation 
techniques and interpersonal 
communication. 

When asked how he felt 
about the NASPA ' award 
Spiegel said, "It was icing on 
the cake. It doesn't make the 
program here better but it's 
nice that someone noticed." 
Basically, these programs are 
"an attempt to bring people 
together," he added. 

"E 
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MOA Is Praised By N.Y Times Publisher 

By PATRICK SWANN 

The .Magazine ' of the Ads.. 
found a fan letter inits mailbox 
at Campus Center North 'the 
other day. But this wasn't just 
any old fanletter; it was written 
on the personal stationary of 
the man who perhaps sets the 
agenda for the free world. The 
admirer: Arthur Ochs "Punch" 
Sulzberger, publisher of The 

I. New York Times. 
MOA Editor-In-Chief 

Caroline Howard, a senior 
Social Sciences and Visual Arts 
major, sent copies of the 
magazine to selected members 
of the local and national pr~~ 
along ' with a ' note ' of 
illtroduction. · "1 thought the 

l
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DlrectOl' oj Struknt Life Prognmu, Clint Spiegel 

SNARL Campa}gning For Removal 
Of Undercover Police In Schools 

During the week of February 4, 
SNARL campaigned for the removal of 
undercover police in NYC public 
schools. The action was in response to 
the February 3 Sunday Times article 
announcing the deployment of 
undercover police posing as janitors, 
lunch room workers, or security guards 
in an attempt to monitor suspected drug 
sales among students. In the article, 
Bruce IrusuIami, Director of Public 
Safety (of NYC) assured that the 
narcotics offlcers will go after heavier 
offenses - such as cocaine and 
amphetamines - rather than marijuana 
sales. The NY police commissioner 
Benjamin Ward stated that it wouldn't 
be a "fishing expedition" but rather the 
agents would only go in when there were 
SpecifIC allegations of sales. 

SNARL takes the position that the 
praence of undercover police within 
the confines of NYC public schools 
constitutes a violation of privacy on the 
bebalf of students who - as citizens - are 

protected under the Fourth 
Amendment which guarantees citizens 
against unreasonable search and 
seizure. They feel it is questionable 
whether it is necessary for armed agents 
to be present in 'schools creating an 
atmosphere of paranoia and mistrust. 
With the impersonation of public 
employees, reprisals against innocent 
workers would be possible should a 
wave of arrests occur. Several workers 
expressed concern that should they 
transfer to the city, being a new face on 
the job could invoke personal injury, as 
they might be suspected of being a 
"narc." 

In any event, the week was successful 
in that the offlcials responsible have 
been made aware of opposition to their 
actions via the 30 letters sent by 
concerned students. Thanks to all that 
participated. Meetings for SNARL will 
be held Monday nights in Campus 

. Center North at 9:30 along' with the 
Student Union. 

quality of the magazine was 
very high and was a good 
enough ·reflection of the 

. students and the school," said 
Howard. 

Sulzberger, who is also the 
chairperson of the New York 
Times Company which owns 
and operates newspapers and 
radio and television stations 
throughout the country, wrote, 
"It is a handsome publi'cation, 
and I congratulate you and 
your colleagues for a flne piece 
of work." 

The editors of MO~ in 
addition to being pleased' by the' 
recognition, hoped that 

. Sulzberger's note might 

encourage more people to 
contribute to the magazine's 
upcoming issue. Submissions 
can be flction, poems, satire, 
interviews, essays and short 
stories; March 6 is the deadline 
for visual work such as, 
photographs, collages,' 
paintings and prints. In order 
to acquire a diversity of subject 
matter, the magazine will 
photograph paintings,sculp
tures, dance and performance 
pieces for those who want their 
work to be considered. All 
material should be left at the 
MOA mailbox in Campus 
Ce~ter N<?rth. 
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Student Directors: The RA's Of 

Campus Centers North and South 
In an effort to bring Campus and facilities, etc.; Maintaining a working 

Residence Life and its wide range of knowledge of all operations 
operations to light, The Load is coordinated within the Campus 
presenting a series of articles on the Centers, such as guests rooms, check 
organization and its services which cashing, key access for club offlcials, 
touch every student and faculty member etc. and providing assistance in those 
in some way. The following, written by areas when necessary;Articulating and 
the Student Directors, will examine 
their relationship ,to the C & RL 
orgaruzation, arid to the campUs 
community. 

Over the Information Booth at 
Campus Center North is a sign that 
starts "We are here to serve you ... " 
This is what C&RL tries to be all about. 
The Studen t 0 ire c tor is a 

enforcing building and college policies 
while on duty; Ensuring the accurate 
account of all operating funds during a 
shift. The Student "Directors are also 
expected to work cooperatively with 
other departments on campus such as 
Public Safety, Maintenance, and Pub, 
as it relates to the efflcient operation of 
the Campus Centers. They are also 

paraprofessional position appointed by expected to provide information and 
and reporting to the Student Life 
Director responsible for Campus 
Centers. Currently this SLD is Cheryl 
Smith. 

The Student Director is responsible 
for the overall operation of the 
Canmpus Centers during evening and 
weekend hours, and also assists iD' 
coordinating programs afflliated with 
c&RL. Speciflcally, the Student 
Director is responsible . for: The 
leadership, direction and supervision of 
student assistants (i.e. game room and 
info booth workers, technicians, etc.); 
the oJJq,ation, security, coordination 
and supervision of all areas of C&RL 
personnel in the two Campus Centers 
this includes making hourly rounds 

assistance to students, staff, faculty and 
guests of the college. Each Student 
Director must coordinate one program 
per semester in the Campus Centers 
which contributes to the quality of those 
centers' services and enriches campus 
life in some manner. 

.The SO's can be thought of as the 
RA's of North and South. If there is a 
problem in either of the Campus 
Centers after 5 pm or during the 
weekend, it should be referred to the 
Student Director on duty. Currently 
there are six SD's: Orla Cashman, 
Nicole Caubisens, Ron Drewes, Annie 
Raulerson, David Tomere and Karen 
Wannamaker. It is- their job to be 
available so that, as C&RL emphasizes, 

through the buildings, locking aU "We are here to serve you ..." 
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Jack L. Lester. a New York attorney. 
is retained by the Student .Senate 
Association to provide free legal advice 
jor the students here at SUNY 
"Purchase . Those interested in 
confidential legal advice can call x9096 
for an appointment. His office is located 
on the second floor of Campus Center 
North. Jack is on campus every other 
Thursday from 2-6 p.m. (see Senate 
bulleting board outside the SSA office 
for specific dates). 
A student writes: 

Dear Jack, 


I have been working as a waitress at a 
busy Manhattan restaurant for the past 
two years. During this time, I have run 
into a lot of discrimination on the job. 
My boss is always giving the men the 
bigger stations and the busier shifts, and 
he claims that they deserve these 

Legal Advice, 
With Jack Lester, Attorney At Law 

heavier trays without any help. I also 
found out recently that some ofthe men 
get paid more than I do, even though I 
have been working there longer. I 
finally got fed up and filed a complaint 
with the New York State Division of 
Human Rights, so they would come in 
and investigate my boss' unfair 
procedures. Now, I regret my decision 
because when my boss found out about 
my complaint, he fired me. I think he 
was really unfair because my work 
record is good, and I even have regular 
customers who ask to be seated at my 
tables. I need my job to pay for school. 
Can he ftre me just like that, or am I 
being doubly discriminated against? 
Signed, 

privileges because they can carry the Mad in Manhattan 

Film Series Director Writes A Few 
T~7 d Ab t Th Fe, S e 

rr or s· ou e I,m erles 
By MATT EBERT 

It seems to me that with all the 
controversy surrounding this year's fLlm 
series, more questions would be raised 
by the student body; or at least active 
interest would investigate what really 
went wrong. This, unfortunately, isn't 
the case. Yet without passing judgement 
on the active nature of our student 
body, I will attempt to clear up a few 
facts left out in a lot of conversations. 

The Film Series was broke at the start 
of this «mester. Not, however, because 
John Young was a spending demon, but 
because the budget for the series was 
ridiculously low. You can't obtain fLlms 
like Spinal Tap, Atomic Cafe or even 
the Cartoons with a cap of SIOO.OO per 
film, yet the budget requires you do just 
that. We bad about $4000.00 to spend 
on rentals this year (a total of about ten 
films) because the budget as well as the 
Thursday Night Series was cut in half 
last year. You can't do much and charge 
S2.00 with that kind of money. 

The thousands of dollars allocated 
from supposed "payroll" funds came 
from nowhere but the Film Series 
payroll itself. Two thousand dollars was 
moved, by vote of the Student Senate, 
from our paychecks to our rental 
account. An additional SI,OOO was 
promised from the Senate's Lecture 
Series account. Let's remember that 
three years ago cable and video on this 
campus were not what they are now. 
20% of our receipts at the Film Series 
used to come from off-campus movie 
attendants; now I don't believe 2% 
exists. 

. Also remember that a building is not 
always a building and in no way is it a 
proper substitute for a theatre. It really 

was an embarrassment to show films in 
the Nat. Sci. Auditorium last semester. 
Showing 'Scarface' in cinemascope, 
with the projectors humming in the 
third row to an audience of about six 
was not a moving experience. The 
receipts prove it and I won't be 
responsible for showing a fLlm without 
proper faci~ties again. 

So where do we stand now? Well ... the 
S3000 allocation payed the Film Series' 
back bills for repairs as well as rentals, 
and we've started 1985 with about S70 in 
the budget. This means we've got to 
make all costs back for the spring or 
fLlms schedules for late in the semester 
might be cut. Already there have been 
alterations in the schedule and because 
of this no grand-scale poster has been 
made. Senators and students must 
understand that the Series will never 
make a profit. Sure, it could stand to do 
a lot better in receipts, aod I think this 
semester so far has proved that is 
possible, but before we stomp out large 
screens with a snively budget, let's think 
about what it is we are really giving up. 
We can't fool ourselves into thinking 
that if we program a full semester ofS50 
.rentals everything will be okay. I've 
been through those receipts and I know 
that average films draw average 
kickbacks unless properly pro
grammed. The shock waves generated 
by years of Film Series bankruptcy are 
being felt now, but the buck stops here. 
So patronize the Series; be active and 
remember that next semester, with a 
bigger budget and the Film Series 
Committee promised by the Senate, the 
Series will be a less disserviced service to 
our community. 

WPUR ReachesNew Apts OnFMFrequency 
By MICHAEL E. ALCH 

As Program DirectorofWPUR itisa 
privelege to inform you, the radio 
listener, of our new format and 
procedures at the station. 

For years, we have been 590 on your 
AM dial in the dorms and the old 
apartments. Just recently, we have 
expanded to the new apartments in FM. 
Our new frequency is 89.5 FM in the 
new apartments. 

We have recently acquired new 
equipment for such mobile uses as 
private parties (which we are willing to 
DJ at no cost). This is just one way of 
helping people while they hClp us, at 
WPUR, with expanding our uses of 
equipment, talent and our record 
library. Speaking of which, apart from 
our large selection in our record library, 
we are always acquiring new 
promotional records from such labels as 
Warner Bros., RCA, Island and 
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Windham Hill, among others. These 
albums we receive, as well as on stock in 
our library are as varying in sound and 
style as ar our own WPUR DJs (30 to 
date, count 'em, 30). Our Disc Jockeys 
range in musical tastes from such 
extreme~ as top lOO's to jazz, punk, new 
wave, vintage 60's and 70's rock & roll 
(e.g. Merril Friedman), news 
broadcasts (e.g. Tom Nevins) to a little 
more of the eccentric (e.g. Ben Reiser 
and Jon Tell), etc. 

But wait! There's more! WPU R is 
soon to be airing in the Dining Hall! We 
hope to keep you informed on all the 
new changes and additions with 
WPUR. 

Thanx for listening. Also, for more 
information, feel free to contact any of 
us at WPUR concerning FM hook-up 
in the new apartments or anything in 
general. Our number is 253-8088! 

Dear Mad in Manhattan, 
Your boss is engaging in unlawful 

discriminatory practices. You were 
absolutely within your rights to file a 
complaint with the state against your 
boss. Article 15, section 296 (a) of the 
Human Rights Law clearly states that it 
is unlawful for an employer to 
descriminate against an employee on 
the basis of his or her sex. In addition, 
your boss must provide the state with a 
valid reason, like a poor work record, or 
else he has no right to fire you. Section 
(e) of this same law goes on to say that, 
"It shall be unlawful discriminatory 
practice for any employer, labor 
organization or employment agency to 
discharge expel or otherwise 
discriminate against any person because 

he has opposed any practices forbidden 
under this ar:ticle or because he bas filed 
a complaint, testified or assisted in 
proceeding under t~ article." It is 
against the law for him to fire you 
merely on the basis of his anger with 
you. 

The New York State Division of 
Human Rights has tlie authority to 
award you compensatory damages, 
punitive damages and can also mandate 
that your former employer rehire you. 
Compensatory damages means the 
payment of all lost wages and any other 
expenses that you may have encurred as 
a result of losing your job. Punitive 
damages are those damages which are 
awarded as a penalty for the employer's 
misconduct in wrongfully discharging 
you. 
All legal research done by Leslie 
Ziegler. Any questions. write: c/o 

,Ziegler. campus box 2281. 

.. · · bl .
Scholarship ApplIcations Are Avaiia e 

Now At Financial Aid Office 
By LOU G. BRISTOL 


Financial Aid Director 


SUNY Purchase considers 
fundraising for student scholarships to 
enhance the overall program of 
financial aid opportunities for students 
to be among its highest of priorities. To 
this end, the Office of External Affairs, 
through the direction of Vice President 
Lee Katz, has enabled the College over 
recent years to become the beneficiary 
of several generous gifts restricted to 
student scholarships. The ScholaTShip 
Awards Committee is charged with the 
responsibility to make the final 
selection of recipients each year. 

Students who wish to be considered 
for a campus-administered scholarship 
must complete a separate ScholarShi·p 
Application by March II and submit it 
to a member ot the faculty who is best 

. able to comment upon the individual's 
academic or artistic accomplishments 
and potential. Offices of academic dean 
are required to certify the academic 
standing of each applicant. In addition, 
applicants must also complete the 
regular process by submitting the 
SUNY Purchase Financi.al Aid 

Application and the Financial Aid 
Form (processed and analyzed by the 
College Scholarship Service) by March 
15. Incomplete applications cannot be 
considered by the Scholarship Awards 
Committee. A full range of scholarships 
are available to matriculated students 
who are engaged in both full-time or 
half-time study. Candidates must have 
completed no less than 27 credits at 
SUNY Purchase through Fall 1984, 
have a minimum cumulative grade 
point average of 3.0, and be in good 
academic standing with the College. 

Generally, unless otherwise stated for 
a specific scholarship, financial need js a 
distinguishing requirement to guide the 
Scholarship. Awards Com~ttee to 
make (mal selections. It is expected that 
the number of applicants, as in previous 
years, will exceed the total funds 
available; therefore, the completion 
reflects positively upon the superior 
qualiilCations and performances of 
many Purchast students. Applications 
and further details are available in the 
Fmancial Aid Office, Campus Center 
South. " 
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By BARRETT GROSS 
This week's interview features the Director of 

Pliysical Education Janet Shaughnessy. Originally 
from Seatauket, Long Island, Janet earned a B.S. in 
Education with a major in health from SUNY 
Cortland and a M.S. in Recreation Administration 
from the University ofNorth Carolina a~ Chapel H.iII. 
She is currently working towards aM. S. m Counselmg 
with a specialization in human resource development 
at the University of Brockport. 

Were you always interested in being in education! 
I think I was because I grew up in an education

oriented family . I was always in that atmosphere and it 
sort of directed my course when I began to pursue my 
higher education. 
Were you involved in athletics in hi'gh school and in 
coUege~ 

Well, in high school it was fairly ~aried. I ~as 
involved in field hockey, volleyball, tenrns, gymnastics 
and a lot of dance. And then in college I was a dancer. 

Ditl you ever do any intrescholastic athletics! 
Well, in college I was on a dance team. It wa~ a 

ballroom dance team and I spent three years domg 
that and we competed internationally. We had a big 
competition in the spring in Blackpool, England. 

Wow, that sounds excitin'g. 
Yeah, it was very exciting. 

I don't know if many people know Izbout that kind of 
tJUng. , . 

Well, in this country there are a few teams. Bngham 
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coach resided in Texas so he flew 10 to choreograph 

and cOach us. Because he was an international . 

ballroom dancer himself, he took us to England for the Have y.0u ,tried to UlCreast! student use of the 

competion. gynuu.mID'!' . . ' . 


We've tned to publiCize more extensively through 
I think this wiN be interesting for many ofth~ students the use of The Load in articular. The pe~ple from 
on this CllmpUS who are doneers. Do you stiN hep up ,p. h d I 
with your dancin"" 77J.enkLohad havhe ~edn. ~dallYIl rehcePtive td

o 
t aot, aon an 

Young has a ballroom dance forma~on team, and our Janet Shaughnessy, Director of Physical Education 

Well not the ballroom dance, but I teach aerobic ' ff b . d d th d a little bl't' . e ort to e on campus an .sprea e wor 
dance and do some dance on the Side. I th ha been the two main efforts. 

U did fi 'st more. suppose ose ve 
Let's taJIc about Purcluue now. .now you IT. Also the intramural program has .exp~nded. Just from 
come to work here! last year, there has been a doubling In the number of 

That was approximately five years ago, and I ~as intra murals, and I thipk that automatically brings 
hired initially as the intramural and co~muruty people to the gym, and encourages athletics as a whole, 

f6' • -hi t e coac es 10 IVI ua y ave ma em re. . . fi d I h' k . h 

recreation director. Then, ~hen Mary LeVlDe ~as 
hired, I became the commuruty recreatIOn and speCial 
events director. There were a lot of corporate events 
happening at th~ time, s~ I s~tched my focus. Mter 
that I was. appolDt~ acting director, and then took 
over the drrectorship. 
Was there as much emplulsis on communJ~ use ofthe 
IYmnasium beJor~ you wo~hd at itfull time! 

I think that the emphasIs was the same, but t.he 
usage wasn't as big at that point. The Commuruty 
Recreation Program was smaller, there were not as 
many ~rporations usin~ the building, and there were 
not qwte as many special events. 

• • . 
Ditl yo~ aC!ively promote th~ facility to the 
corporations In the neighborhood. . 
~en I fir~t ~ot here, there were two corporations 

USlDg the buiJ,dmg and there really weren t enough 
personnel to handle an expand~ corpor~te use at that 
point. They were already working - as IS normal at 
Purchase - about ~O hours pe! week. When we hired a 
few more people, It was feaSible. 

. .
WIuII did you thinIc of Purchase when you f"st got 
'-re! . 

I wasn't used to a campus such as thiS. I was always 
involved in big, athletic-type schools. 
LiU Clulpel HiN! . 

Exactly. I was a little bit suprised that t~ere wasn't 
more commitment and more people cOmIng out for 
the teams. But the empha~is, I soon found out, wa~not Men's Basketball and for Men's Fencmg. 
on intercollegiate athlebcs, and there was. a large Are we putting more emphasis in being in touch with 
percentage ~f the ca~pus who were not even 1Ovolved the NCAA! 
because their c~mmItments were .elsewhere, such as Well, we joined the NCAA a few years ago under 
the majors in the arts. The emphaSl~ f?r me when I. got Don Campbell (the former director of Physical 
here was just to get people to participate. I consld~r Education) and we base our standards after NCAA 
that to be very important. Getbng people to use theIr 
bodies.and work out. To me, ~nning ~n't the most 
important thing. Particip~tlOn , faIrnes~, . and 
sportsmanship all are r~lly as Important as stnvmg to 
win. That's my perspecbve as an educator, I guess you 
could say. 

wrrnJanet Shaughnessy 

"I! : ., 

all the way up to intercollegiate athletics. 
Have there been other thin s which have changed at 

.. 'g'st t b ' 
~ f:t:::':t:eu:n ::r:t~~:t:~as~~n:~. I think we're 
seeing a more ~ditionallY athletic student than we did 
when I frrst came here five years ago. People are more 
inter~sted in the rough, tough sports, you might say. 
Floor hockey has really taken off in intramurals and 
there have been some requests for a baseball team. 
What we're hearing from the students has been 
different. 
What kinds of different pro'grams will be poppin'g up 
., 

In the future. . ,


Well, n~xt year we are sta~ng ~ Womens 
IntercollegIate Volleyball team, which Will be a. frrst, 
and we're looking towards a s~ftball t~am, and 10 the 
future, if the resources permIt, pOSSibly a baseball 
team. But that's long term. I think those types of sp~rts 
might cause Purchase, because students are beCOmIng 
more traditional, to draw more students to the 
campus. . 

. . 
Do we do any recrwting .now for te~! 

Each coach does recruitment for theIr own teams. 
For example, they go to high school games and make 
phone calls, and we do receive athletic interest cards, 
and anytime we receive those car~s ~e forward. them 
to admissions, who then send ad~sslOns matenals to 
those students. The largest recrultme~t has been for 

standards. For example, the decision to have a student 
participate or not because of his probation is an 
institutional decision at the Division III level, but we 
do go with the Division I and II standard, having at 
least a 2.0 cumulative GPA in order to represent the 
College in athletics. 

ISO we7e as good as a Princeton or Brown on that! 
Well,. we try to promote the student-athlete as much 

as possible. 
.# h 

How d? you feel about the current use OJ t e 
gymnaSIum! 

The faculty, staff and student use of the building has 
mcreased dramatically 10 Ive years, an t In Witf h . 
the fitness trend, people are more aware 0 t .elr 
bodies more aware of fitness and health, and I th10k 
that h~s been a tre~d in the country, and that helps to 
. , 
mcrease people s aw~reness . . 
Are you involved With student cI~s whICh sp.onsor 
athletics, such as the ~urchase MarlilllArtsSociety or 
Road Runners Club.. . . 

The Karate Club works In our build1Og, and we do 
work with the Purchase Road Runners Club. If they 
have an event, we do what we can to help. 
Does the Student Senate fund some of the 
intercolle'giate athletics programs! . . . 

Ye~, the ~tudent Senate AppropnatlOns. There ~s 
certam thmgs the Student Sen~te m~ney IS 
appropriated f~r, such as travel, offi~I~ls which ~ch 
student senate 10 the state does ~or their 1OtercollegIate 
program. So we do get fund10g from the Student 
Senate. 
Are you happy about your positi!)n here now! 
Oh,yeah.Iwasveryhappytogetit.lthinkitgavemea 
little more leeway in some of the things that I wanted 
to do, and I enjoy the responsibility of decision
making and seeing things run and working out 
s stems' to make things go. 
y . the h t d, th'nk 

If you had J!0": dru rs, w a 0 you I you 
would be dom't.. ' :1' 7 I h' I Id 

You mean With my llle guess one t mg wou
like more of is more personal contact with those 
people who are trying to do something with their 
h alth and fitness For example that's one reason why 
I ~ecided to teach aerobics, b~use I felt I wanted to 
be more in touch with the students individually and 
not be a totally administrative person. I also am 
involved in stress . management. I've done a 
professional stress management seminar last ye~r with 
non-teaching professionals. rm very interested 10 total 
body health. I think a lot of times you can conc.entrate 
on one part of your body, but you haveyourm1Od and 
your body _ all the integral parts of your person. You 
can't just deal with one or the other. So I feel that 
knowing the physical part, the stress management and 
the counseling part that I'm now working on, 
contributes to my knowledge of the total person. I 
don't really know what-s down the road for me. I gue~s 
everything in your life js a stepping stone. At thiS 
point, I don't know specifically what's in the future . 
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pieces, seen out of context, . 0nJy' one, threepilrt proposal , The admlD1stratlon ' s~aff 2,600 and now there are 2,900'. 

issue. While some shows 
contained striking, flamboyant 
works, other shows, contained 
more modest, though no less 
accomplished pieces. The 
shows with the more 
flamboyant pieces, however, 
received the majority ofstudent 
attention. Furthe'rmore 
certain students, who had th~ 
financial means to supply their 
shows with food and 
entertainment were also 
receiving a majority of student 
attention. The better the party 
the more successful the show. 
The artist's original intent was 
becoming lost in thetrimmings. 

Though the Visual Arts 
Faculty has been. concerned 
about these problems for a 
number of years, questions of 
whether and how they should 
con;ect this disparity prevented 
them from taking any definitive 
action. 

nus year a prac~cal problem 
forced the issue; the Visual, Arts 
Dept. will graduate over 100 
students, their larges't 
graduating class ever. The 
Visual Arts Building, which 
was designed to service about 
500 studen t s ; is now 
accomodating I,()()() full and 
part time students. Since the 
V.A. building was designed as a 
teaching facility, there simply is 
not enough space to give every 
senior the room for an 
individual show. 

With these COBcerns in mind 
the V.A. faculty 'proposed t~ 
incorporate individual shows 
into a week long exhibit. For 
one week, the' entire V.A. 
building would be converted 
into one giant gallery. "Two or 
three of the student's most 
representative works would 
then be selected forinclusion in 
the end of the year exhibit." 
The works would be viewed by 
the entire board of study. A 
reception would be held for the 
students' parents and friends. A 
pUblication of all works, to be 
done in a professional manner, 
was also proposed. 

At first glance, the faculty 
proposal seemed to solve all of 
the major concerns. Every 
senior would be guaranteed 
exhibit space and the 
"uneveness" of the individual 
presentations would no longer 
be an issue. 

Upon ~Ioser examination, 
the proposal had inherent 
prob~ems of its own. Since 

buildj'ng were better equipped 
to house exhibits, a question 
arose as to what would be 
shown where. Thus the 
"uneveness" of the senior 
shows was replaced by a 
different kid of imbalance. 

Students were also concern
ed about the proposed limit of 
two to three works per student. 
Some students, who worked in 
series format, felt that their 

would lose conviction or 
power. Other students pointed 
out that the limitation imposed; 
upon the work would pressu~ 
students to only select then 
best final work for the year end 
show. Thus the group show 
would stress the "product" far 
more than the process of the 
student'~ work. F~rthermore, 
the semor's expoSItory essay 
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would have little substantiation 
without the benefit of a full size 
'individual show in which an 
entire body of work could be 
shown. 

Other objections, such as the 
fear of image overload as well 
as the proposed placement of 
and limitations upon those 
artists who worked with a 
variety of materials were raised 
at the Visual Arts Senior Class 
meeting. • 

During the meeting, students 
suggested other solutions to the 
senior show problem. A series 
of group shows, as well as a 
longer time span in which to 
exhibit were two of the more ' 
popular suggestions. While the 
possibility of placing the senior 
shows in a campus wide arena 
was suggested, the idea found 
an unenthusiastic response 
among the majority of the 
senior class. In former years, 
many seniors have chosen to 
exhibit outside of the Visual 
Arts building. The majority of 
these shows have been highly 
successful. Yet, the success of 
these shows often depends 
upon the type of work being 
shown. The larger, more 
flamboyant three dimensional 
pieces which do not require 
professional exhibit space for 
adequaie viewing, tend to work 
far better in , such settings than 
the more modest two 
dimensional works. Further
more, , while these exhibits 
allow for a greater amount of 
campus wide student access, 
the opportunities for V.A. 
students to study their 
classmates's work becomes 
severely limited. Faculty 
members also find the study 
and evaluation of campus wide 
shows more difficult than the 
V.A. based exhibits. 

Strong feeelings also 
surfaced within the students 
over the use of the Visual Arts 
Gallery for outside shows. 
Some students felt that due to 

3)Photographs of the artists' 
work will be presented in ' a ' 
professionally finished 

, pUblication. 
, Minutes of the meeting were 

distributed throughout the 
student body and a committee 
chaired by Professor Laurence 
Bach, containing four faculty 
members and student elected 
representatives was set up to 
work of the details. 

With a mutual concern to 
preserve the integrity and the 
purpose of the students' work, 
the committee began to arrange 
for the senior shows. The 
approximately 25 January 
graduates were allowed' to 
choOse exhibit ~pace by lottery. 
The process worked. Mo.st 
shows were held in the V~A. 
Gallery, room 1019, and the 
Experim~ntal Lab. Other 
students, who were not 
graduating in January but still 
wished to show their work, 
exhibited in any convenient 
nook or crany. 

Despite the success of the 
January shows there was some 
initial c~:)Ocern over the April
May exhibits and the larger 
number of graduates. ' "There 
were so few people showing in 
January," said one senior, "that 
assigning space was easy. 
Almost everyone got wh~i they 

:. 

' . MEET/rom page 3 
saJd the contracts of the four 
faculty ,,:~re. no~ renewed 
because of n~stitutional need". 
At ~e meetlOg "institutional 
need. was" dermed by the 
PreSident. Y00 I.ook at the 
fac~lty ~C!.w. , ~E-d 10 ten years, 
you d~lde if the f~culty with 
you will be the b~st 10 10 years. 
If your answer IS maybe not 
then you decide no" in contract 
renewal cases. 
~ome faculty members have 

the lack of available space, tbe ,claimed that the underlying 
V.A. Gallery should be used rea~o.n for the recent contract 
solely to house student based deCISIOns was a teacher log-
exhibits. In an interview with jam. The ~Io~-jam" view holds 
Ed Colker, the dean noted that that a maJonty of the SUNY 
the V.A. Gallery is a shared Purchase fac~lty are tenure~ 
space where both students and but dO,not fit IOtO the college s 
outside artists are invited to plans for the future. According 
show their work. The purpose to the "log-jam" ~~soning, 
of the Gallery is to be a study some c~llege adtDlDlstrators 
center. If the V.A.faculty are trYlDg to statt new 
believes an ,exhibit by an programs but do not have 
outside artist would be an e~ough open faculty lines to 
important learning experience hire new professors. Thus, un

certain areas of the V~A for the students, that artist is tenured professors are let go so 
invited to exhibit his/ her work. that the resultant n~w lines ca.n 
This p.olicy has resulted in be. used. Res~ondl~ to this 

wanted.", 
One committee member said 

that "we are trying to set up a 
program that other classes can 
follow." With this in mind, the 
committee is including V.A. 
underclasspersons 'in their 

"planning sessions. WitlJ ,the 
involved and responsible 
attitude of the seniors" one 
cannot but believe thaf the 
'administration is . extremely 
proud of their student body. 
"We used to be apathetic," said 
Clay. "When this problem 
came up we got involved." 
With this type of resolution, the 
seniors are headed for success. 

with this concern .in mind, 
the committee has been 
working hard to insure the 
success of the spring 
exhibitions. Questionaires 
have been distributed to all 
senior V.A.s asking if they 
would like to exhibit a:nd, if so, 
where and with whom. A 
general meeting, scheduled fot 
Feb. 20, at 4:30 p.m. will be 
held to summarize the results as 
well as the ensuing program 
developed from these 
questionaires. 

As of now, the committee 
assumes that the four most 
popular exhibit spots will be 
the V.A. Gallery, 1019, the 
Triangle Gallery, and the 

several fascinating and cla~ GrebstelO saJd at the, ~oes not triple." In a Load 
informative shows includiilg meeting, "Not everyone at IOterview on September 13, 
last semester's outstanding Purchase should be tenured." GrebStein similarly said, "all 
exhibit on EI Salvador. Calker The first hour and a half of successful institutions have 
stressed that even if the V.A. the meeting was spent ' tripling." 
Gallery was given' entirely' to discus~ng the utilization of ' The succesS' of SUNY 
student use, the space would cam.p~.s space. and the Purchase is sometimes gauged 
still be insufficient to meet the , pOSSibility of making the shut- by the number of students ' 
students' needs. . down Butler Building into a attending, according to 

, By the end of the meeting, stutient cente.r... , Grebstein. in 1981 there were 

seemed acceptable to the 
majority of those present, It 
suggested: 
I)fi~ wee~ of group shows 
dunng April and May. 
2)That the Perception Lab, 
Gallery 1019, and the Triangle 
Gallery . be outfitted with 
"museum lights", painted, etc. 
to ~r~ve for equally handsome 
exhibit space. 

seemed certain that the Butler 
:Building was too costly to 
operate and would ,require an 
unobtainable amount of 
money to re-open. Grebstein 
quoted the price at 575,000. 
~Chuck Fisher, dean of 

students, cited the findings ofa 
Butler Building committee to 
s.upport the claimed iDfeasibi- , 
Iityof a community center at 
the previous Design/ Technolo
gy building. "Two years ago 
the committee found that the 
building was too small for a 
real union and would be seen as 
a third campus center." 

This reporter later asked if 
the original construction ofthe 
campus, with two small 
campus centers in,stead of one 
unifying structure, was 
intended to fractionalize the 
student body. 

Vice President of Acadenuc 
Affairs, Nat Siegel answered, 
"The campus was built with a 
definite philosophy in mind to 
c~eate small student communi
ges." 

Tripling in the dormitories 
was also raised as a concern 
and Fisher replied, "There is 
not a successful in~!i(ution that 

:~erception Lab. 'In order 
fairly" 

decided ' 
give out space 
committee ' has 
assign these areas by 
Furthermore, a minimulIIlIII 
number of artists will be set 
groups shows in each of 
areas. The committee is alIo 
searching , for other potential 
spaces. The committee urges aU 
seniors to decide who they wiD 
be showing with so that the 
minimum requirements will be
met in all areas. Students who 
wish to show elsewhere musl 
submit their proposals to t. 
committee and the spaces will 
~en be assigned accordingly. 

As in January, all senio.n 
who wish to show must sign • 
contract taking full responsibi
lity for the care and 
maintenance of their exhibit 
areas. 

By enabling the students to 
take responsibility for their 
own shows, thecommitteefcell 
that the spring program is 
bound '10 succeed. 

Committee member pay 
Ketter agrees that the V.A. 
students have grown much 
more "active -and responsible. 
Whatever tensions there were, 
have been resolved," he said. 
The , faculty is exceedingly 
proud of this year's seniors. 

Yet thiS increase has been 
blamed for the tripling and 
other overpopulation prob
lems. 

"Providing good student 
space is the highest priority fo.r 
student life ... we've reached our 
target (for student enroll
ment)," Grebstein said. 

Emory Moore, who runs ~ 
PUrchase Martial Arts Society; 
,underscored the space problem 
when he emphatically ' said, ". 
won't be able to start again this 
semester if I don't get SODlt 

space. I need a treasure finder." 
Moore's request did no.t 

receive any response by the 
administration for twenty 
minutes. yet, Melendez told 
Moore that "I am not used to. 
such cold receptions to a 
student's request. I'll try to help 
you." Thopuls Whitford o.f 
Terran Consciousness and 
organizer .of the meeting 
believed that the meeting 
"accomplished its goal o.f 
opening up lines of communi
cation." 

Although this ,student
administration agreed that 
future meetings should follow, 
the President set one condition, 
"you invite us." 

While this student
administration talk was small, 
some students are now 
proposing larger monthly town 
meetings between students and 
various campus officials and 
departments. 

The last town meeting was 
the welCC)me of the freshman 
class in SepJember. 

~ '.rHE .LOAD !S y~ur student newspaper.' . are many ways to express yourself 
In thiS publication. 

There;sH.A.M., the creative writing pages which also consist of artwork 
reproductions or photographs 
There's the Calendar Gallery , ~here photograph b d' I 
' Th ' ' ..' scan e ISP ayed

ere s news, arts, and sports wrltmg: If you're Interested in ,a topic, write about It I 
, There's designing ads and layout. 

So what are you waiting for?There's photojournalism opportunities. 
Work for The Laadl 

next deadline is February 27; come to the meeting that ev&nlng at 10, in the Load office, CCS 
0028 (basement). 

.' 



Faculty Essa)': are made up of oil or lacquer and are therefore 
receptive to ink. Non-image areas are clean and 
treated with acid chemicals so they are receptive to 
water. During the printing proCess the plate is 
coptinuaUy dampened then inked. 

By PATRICIA M. SMITH TraditionaUy, lithographs have been printed 

Offset Printmaking As Creative Medium 
Piltricill M. Smith is an artist working in offset andis a 
laculty member in Graphic Design in the Visual Arts 
Division. She also works as a technical consultantfor 
the Brandywine Graphic Workshop and Offset 
Institute. She has served on the Artists Advisory 
Committee for the Offset Institute and curated the 
exhibition in the Visual Arts Gallery with Margot 
Lovejoy. 
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The Visual Arts GaUery recently held an exhibition 
of prints from the Offset Institute of the Brandywine 
Workshop in Philadelphia. The show was held in 
conjunction witlra color separation seminar offered 
by the Printmaking area on February 6. Included in 
the show is a set of color separations and progressives 
of the seven color print"Aquarium (Rennaissance)" 
by Fred Wessel. These separations and progressives 
instruct the viewer visuaUy, illustrating the step by step 
progression of an offset print. They will be donated to 
SUNY Purchase, Division of Visual Arts at the close 
of the show. 

The major portion of the show consists of prints by 
Visiting Artist Fellows from the Offset Institute. Two 
Purchase faculty members, Margot Lovejoy, Chair of 
Printmaking, and myself who teaches offset and is on 
the Graphic Design Faculty, were represented in the 
exhibition. . 

The Brandywine Workshop, which generously lent 
the exhibition to Purchase, is a non-profit, cultural 

. institution dedicated to promoting interest nationaUy 
in printmaking and other fme visual arts. Brandywine 
was founded in 1972 by the current director, Allan 
Edmunds. Within Brandywine is the Offset Institute, 
begun in 1983. Its purpose is to develop and advance 
the use of offset printmaking technology in the 
creation of original fine art. The Institute acts as a 
facilitator for artists' projects which explore 
innovative approaches to image development. 

Through the Visiting Artists FeUowship Program, 
funded by the National Endowment for the Arts, the 
Institute offers a series of short term residencies for 
professional painters, sculptors, and .printmake~. . 
During a week-long stay, the artist produces a limited 
edition of a color offset print. The artists are assisted in 
the printing process by a master printer and a technical 
consultant. In ~dition to receiving a. smaU stipend 
aDd room and board, the visiting artist feUow retains 
ODe half of the edition. The Workshop donates prints 
to major public coUections, maintains travelin,. 
exhibitions,. such as the one at Purchase, and offers the 
remaining portion of its half of the prints for sale to 
support the activities of the Workshop. 

The show is significant for SUNY Purchase because 
Purchase is one of the few coUeges which offers a 
prosram in offset as an artist's medium. The Center for 
Edition Works in the DiVision of Visual Arts houses 
offset presses, process cameras and platemakers. 
Although the equipment was instaUed in 1977, it was 
only in 1983, through the vision and efforts of the 
pmcnt Dean of Visual Arts, Ed Colker, that the 
preues were made operational and the Center for 
Edition Works opened. The offset program in the 
Center is now operating successfuUy; Posters, limited 
edition prints, and books are being produced by Visual 
Arts students and faculty. 

The Graphic Design area offers courses in offset, 
including "Offset Press Worphop" and "Advanced 
Offlet Tutorial." Students in the "Offset Press 
Workshop" are offered instruction in 
pbotomechanical processes and in the operation ofthe 
Multilith 1250, a smaU offset duplicator. An 

exhibition of student works from the workshop is 
currently in the cases outside the Graphic Design area, 
augmenting the Brandywille show. 

Students in the"Advanced Offset Tutorial" are 
instructed in the use of the larger Solna 125 press and 
in other advanced offset techniques. In addition to 
printing their own projects, the advanced students 
print for the "Community Design" class. Under the 
direction of the Graphic Design Chair, Larry Bach, 
and area faculty member Warren Lehrer, the 
"Community Design" class designs posters, 
brochures, progams, etc. for such clients as the 

. Nueberger Museum, the Dance Division, Career 
Developm,ent and the · Division of Visual Arts. The 
"Community Design" students see the projects 
through from conception to production. The 
"Advanced Offset Tutorial" provides technical 
assistance and printing services. . 

A number of students have opted to do their senior 
projects in offset. Design students Beth CroweU and 
Jared Thaler are designing and printing posters for the 
Division of Theatre Arts and Film. Denise K.urtz, also 
a Graphic Design major, is working on posters for the 
Women's Center, and Lori Spencer and Pam Moss, 
Printmaking majors, are making limited edition prints 
for their senior projects and exhibitions. Theirs and 
other senior shows, which include offset, wiU be held in 
the Visual Arts building this semester. 

Experienced students enroUed in"Art of the Book," 
a course taught by Printmaking faculty member 
Antonio Frasconi, are encouraged to produce their 
artist books via offset. A show ofstudent books wiU be 
on view in the Library in March. 

Out of the Printmaking program at Purchase has 
grown the "Atelier Project," conceived by and under 
the direction of Printmaking faculty member Murray 
Zimiles. The project commissions limited edition 
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"Aqruulum (Rell1UliMmce)" U II sewn colOI' print by 
Fnd Wessel, fIIUl WfIS ptITt oj till exhibition ojprints 
from the OffsetinstituU oJtheBl'tI1Idywine Wo,lcshop 
in PhilMhlplritl. 

works by weU known artists. Portfolios of the works 
will be given to the 64 SUNY campuses for their study 
coUections and to several major museums. The project 
is made possible by private donations. Donors wiU 
also receive portfolios. 

Two prints included in the portfolios are offset 
lithographs. One is by painter Gregory Gillespie, and 
the other by sculptor George Sugarman. Both prints 
are made from mylar dra wings and positive plates and 
were printed on the Mailander flatbed offset proofing 
press which is housed in the Center for Edition Works. 
The press formerly tklonged to the Tyler Graphic 
Workshop and was bought by Purchase in 1979. It is 
one of a very few presses like it in the country. John . 
Mastracchio, who gained experience in the American 
Atelier in New York and is the technician for the 
Printmaking Area at Purchase, served as the master 
printer for the Gillespie and Sugarman prints. 

The artists involved in the "Atelier Project" gave 
lectures on their work at Purchase and came to the 
Center for Edition Works for consultation with 
Murray Zimiles and John Mastracchio. Students were 
able to watch during the proofing ofthe Gillespie print 
and to speak with the artist. Students assisted the 
master printer with the Sugarman piece. 

The "Atelier Project" is an important aspect of the 
Printmaking program and wiU augment the MFA 
program which wiU be offered in Visual Arts in the faU 
of 1985. 

Offset printmaking comes out of a long tradition of 
Lithography and is based on the principle that oil and 
water do not mix. Image areas on a lithographic plate 

directly from the plate on a hand.press. The paper is 
laid over the plate and drawn through the press one 
sheet at a time. ContempolJlry offset presses are 
automated. The image is frrst transferred from the 
plate to a rubber blanket and then to the paper. The 
result is that the image is not reversed as it is in hand 
lithography. The rubber blanket saves on wear and 
tear on the plate, making larger editions p~ssible. 

Offset Lithography is now the most common means 
of commecial printing. For many years industry has 
been using offset, particularly photo offset, to produce 
nearly all printed material. Often synonomous with 
speed and mass production, it has, in the past, seemed 
of little use to the artist who prefers to rely on hand 
printed litho .for high quality original prints. 

Within the past twenty years offset has been 
recognized as having something new to offer the artist. 
GaUeries and print coUectors, as weU as artists, have 
begun to recognize the potential of offset for limited 
edition prints. 

Offset can be a very versatile and spontaneous 
medium - versatile because of the many options for 
image making and spontaneous because of the quick, 
on-the-spot deci,sions made during the press run. As 
one becomes more familiar with the methods of 
image-making and more in tune wi!h the capabilities 
of the press, there are seemingly limitless possibilities 
for' the manipUlation of prints. 

There are many options for approaching an image 
when working with offset, from direct drawing 
methods to more sophisticated photo mechanical 
processes. The prints in the Brandywine exhibition 
were aU made with the positive direct mylar method. 
The artist draws on frosted mylar with various 
materials; pencil, crayon, spray paint, air brush, etc. A 
separate mylar is drawn for , each color. Using an 
ultraviolet light source, a positive plate is exposed 
directly through the mylar drawing. This method has 
only been perfected within the past ten years or more. 
Prior to the use of positive plates an intermediate 
negative had to be made for use with negative plates. 

. This method is still effective for pbotographic work. 
The positive plate and mylar method is a 
breakthrough for artists who prefer direct drawing or 
a combination of photo-imagery and direct drawing. 

Various types of equipment such as enlargers, 
contact printers, process cameras and many 
techniques for using the equipment have been 
developed to make photolithography efficient for 
mass production. Artists interested in photograp'hic 
imagery benefit from industry's discoveries and can 
take advantage of them by using them in new and 
exciting ways. Continuous tone images can be 
reproduced with halftone screens which break the 
tonal areas into varying size dots. Some interesting 
effects can be obtained with textu~ screens such as 
mezzotint, eliptical dot, crosshatch and home made 
screens. Fine Line developer and ground gla$S are 
useful in achieving a random dot pattern. Continuous 
tone positives on commercial mm or single weight 
photo · paper may be used with the more ~nsitive 
positive plates. 

Learning to operate an Offset press requires time, 
patience, and practice. The press operator must have 
knowledge of the workings of the press: various 
techniques of printing, chemicals used and the papers 
and inks available. He or she must be able t~ operate 
the press efficiently, maintain the machine to some 
degree and be willing to experiment. 

One of the great advanta"ges to offset is that there are 
techniques which can be used during printing. Split 
fountain inking permits many colors to be printed 
simultaneously from the same plate, creating a 
rainbow effect. Over printing is a process by which the 
same image and color are printed several times over on 
-the same sheet in perfect registration in order to build 
up a rich layer ofink. Some artists have been known to 
overprint as many as thirty times. Subtractive printing 
is a technique whereby the image is frrst printed in a 
light color, then areas are removed from the plate, 
which is then printed is second time in a darker color. 

Offset lithography has much to offer the artist. The • 
rotary offset press can become a tool like any other in 
an artist's hand. The artist can learn ,to use it as a 
painter uses a brush with spontaneity and 
experimentation. The results can be very exciting. 
SUNY students are experimenting with offset and 
taking the medium beyond the limits which industry 
has imposed. Workshops such as Brandywine which 
are involved in research and which support artisis in 
their use of offset as a fine art medium offer incentive 
and serve as model environments for young artists. 
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hosting Minority Expo' '85, but' vaUd; the existence of this the time of his interview. "That contacted "Affirmative Action?: ,. 
the final decision was' that the rumor was reported in last would have scared me away Why haven't the students filed 
. College could not' host the semester's December S issue of from this place for sure.~ suit against the AdmiPistra-

The LOad. 	 - Ms. Flaherty also tells tion? Affirmative Action lawsMINORITY from page 4 conference. The objective of 
stay on campus and get the first annualMinority Expo' Ms. Flaherty was asked why prospective students about the are laid out for us, and if the 

she thinks SUNY · Purchase College's "excellent faculty." Adminstration is ignorio,involved . in their work. And was to actively recruit minority 
besides, I don't see why a students . for enrollment in needs to increase its enrollment Of the 120 full-time faculty . those laws a lawsuit is 1008 
student· would go all the way --Institutions of higher of minority students. She members, only three are black, overdue." . 
upstate to another SUNY education; it did not serve as a answered, "I think we should and there are no definite figures Ms. Flaherty claims that she 
school if he or she wanted easy cut-throat competition bring them here because some for Hispanic and Asian faculty is not only concerned with the 
access to the City." between schools for "getting" of them need the support members: recruitment of minority 

services of their own The need for additional students, but also with those Nathaniel H. Siegel, SUNY as many minority students as 
environment. I find it very minority role models for students who are currently' Purchase Vice· President for possible. When asked whether 
disturbing that tbe State students is not found only in enrolled at the College. "I thinkAcademic Affairs, responded or not it would have been a 
universities that are far the faculty lines. Dr. Siegel was that these students might not to the question concerning the good idea for SUNY Purchase 
removed from the Manhattan adressed on the subject of the have much support from their need for minority students to to host Minority Expo' because 
environment draw more need for these role models in peers of minority background." go "home" for the weekend: "I of the visibility it would give the 

don't know why minority College, Ms. Flaherty replied, students than a college in the other capacities such as a . Peer support is not the 
students have more ofa need to - ..It can anger other colleges backyard of the Manhattan counselor in the Counseling problem, said Mr. Brantley, 
work· than our students. Our who are brought to the campus area." Center, a minority staff "It's the Administration that' 
students, in general, need to to recruit those same minority But are all prospective member in the Office' for isn't supportive of minority 

Campus and Residence Life, students-because if they were, pick up extra money, and they students. 	 students of minority back.
ground from the Manhattan perhaps ' someone in Adminis- they'd lbe coming to us to ask usdo this by working on and "Because I am involved in 
area? What about those tration..... I think it's very what they can do to remedy the around campus." 	 the competitive market, I think 

The problem ofIi diminshing that it would be wiser for us to 	 students from Long Island; important to have those role situation. We have some highly 
Rockland County; out ofstate? models. Proof positive is the respected minority students onminority student population on do our own Minority Expo 

. Ms. Flaherty is concerned Summer Studies program that 	 campus, and they (thecampus remcins unaddressed first, and then open it up for 
about minorityenrollmellt, she Renneth and Javier ran last Adminstration) haven't comeby discussions of transporta those other colleges to come in 
says, because, "I've spent summer-it seemed to worli to the source: us. That's thetion needs for those students. and see those same students." 
eleven years in admissions and quite well, and one of the problem."Last fall, SUNY New Paltz Dr. Siegel was asked whether 

held a day long conference - or not he thought the hosting of I believe that this is a market reasons is that they were always One project Ms. Flaherty has 
Minority Expo' '84-- to Minority Expo' '85 by SUNY that has long been unatten around." . in mind that will increase 
explore,_ with minority Purchase would provoke anger ded." Ms. Flaherty has a different minority enrollment is the 
prospective college students in other colleges. "No, I don't When applying for admis opinion: "I disagree with those' production of a brochure for 

sion to SUNY Purchase, this who feel that you have to be a minority students that will tell from the Hudson Valley area; think . so. Colleges are alI 
the issues surrounding hungry for good students, but I '''market'' Ms. Flaherty speaks minority in order to appreciate those applicants "What we do 

of, "needs to know the facts." their needs. . One can be for minority students, and what minority recruitment and wouldn't think that other 
And when asked what she tells Caucasian and committed,as 1 we don't do."enrollment in Colleges and colleges would be angered by 
black, Hispanic, and Asian am Caucasian and commi,tted." She asked for .. time" to makeUniversities. The Conference our hosting Minority Expo." 
students to attract them to the Clint Brantley, a Social a difference in minorityattracted between SOO and 700 It is evident from the 
College, she said, "They need to Sciences major, a Resident enrollment figures. "I wouldstudents for its workshops on decreasing minority student 

specific career fields, and population at SUNY Purcha$C know how many are here, so I 	 Assistant, and a black student like to think that we will have 
considered by many to be a time given to us to do thislectures and disc3ssions that that the Office of Admissions is did some research. Of the total 
student leader, definitely brochure and the moneyaided in trouble-shooting the making no ~oncerted effort to undergraduate profIle, theft 

time-consuming and often actively . recruit and enroll are 6% black students and four believes that more professional provided so that we can 
complicated application minority students as the percent Hispanics. I think they positions on campus need to be distribute such a brochure · 

need to know that in order to filled by people with minority before we will be expected to procedures for financial aid. Chancellor's Guidelines for 
address whether or not they backgrounds-he also believes enlarge the numbers. I alsoThe student participants of the Affmnative Action would have 
want to be part of a small in action ..... I'd like to ask the 'need time to ins~ that whatConference were given the it. IT the lack of minority 
population. " 	 BSA ( B 1a c k Studen t s we put in such a brochure willopportunity, at the end of the students at SUNY Purchase is 

One black student who Association) and Latinos be correct. I think we needday, to meet with admissions indicative of an effort to 
counselors from 76 colleges maintain low figures in this · wished to remain anonymous 	 Unidos why they haven't something to tate to those 

contacted Dee Molinari about . students before we go to them and universities. area, then the rumors in the commented that he was· "glad" 
There was some discussion public school system about that he wasn't addressed about this. She's the campus, - . . 

ombudsman and that's what' SI!e MINORITY on page 22late last semester about the _SUNY Purchase's purportedly the percentage of minority , . 

p08si"ility of SUNY Purchase racist Administration could be students at the coll~ge during 	 she's here for. Has 

group, is featured playing four 
instruments . including the piano,RECORD -REVIEWS flugelhorn, trumpet and synthesizer. 

The recordings are technically high 
MY EVER CHANGING MOODS because these white Anglo's have IT. "A quality and one who knows records will 

The Style Council Gospel" is exactly what is says it is. The most definitely hear this. Country 'is 
This album swings; the lyrics are so gospel according to Paul. You DlC(ln worth more than just one listen. 

happy, and oh no~ Paul Weller used to you have never read the Bible. TheSe (Windham Hill records are distributed 
be the front man for one of the most eyes have. Keep looking. by A&M Records) 

revolutionary groups to come out of All these b9YS want is for you to look; 

England in the late '70's. What more can one. ask? 
 SOLID

Hey, how 'bout that beat! Guitar-just rjyiew by Jon (Johnny Q. 'PUblic) Tel/, 
Ashford and Simpsonguitar and voice. And what a sound. It's W/lURDJ. 

Capitol Records kinda nite club-ish. Too phony, but still COUNTRYlikeable.. . The theme of Solid is solid as it always 
The ballad concept was too Original Soundtrack Album when these two siiag together-LOVE. 

ridiculous to take seriously, I felt, but it Composed and conducted by Charles Their hit "Solid" is the best cut on side 
works. Be sincere. That's what it is all . Gro~s one and isure to get people dancing at 
about and he's really doing it. Sincerity- Windham Hill Records South. It is overplayed on top forty 
-what a concept! All of the artists featured on Country, stations, but still has zest to dance and 

Paul and the boys (Mick Talbot on George Winston, Darol Anger, Mark listen to five times a day. Thene~t cut 
the ivories and Steve White on drums- Isham, and Mike Marshall are from the "Outta The World" is also a very 
he's only 18) have puttogetheranalbum Windham Hill Music label. The danceable song and is another example 
filled \Yith tunes that have plenty of Windham · Hill records are just recently of Ashford and Simpson's ability to be 
swing. receiving commercial succesS and were one of the more talented singing duos 

They cover all facets of today's obliged to send WPUR over a dozen these days. 
sound. Pop ("My Ever Changing complementary albums. The Country Their 'happiness together comes 
Moods"), soul, funk ("Strength Of soundtrack embodies the classical, yet through on every song and' even on the 
Your Nature"),jazz("Dropping Bombs . cool mood of the Windham Hill album cover. The back cover is · a 
On The White House" and"Mick'$.. musicians. This is an easy listening photograph of Nick Ash{ord and 
Up"), and the songs keep coming. album, but it contains musical Valerie Simpson standing against a 
. The record is jammed groove to complexities that are hard to find on a backdrop of a heart. 

groove with diversity. And nothing gets record. George Winston is a solo pianist The album was produced and written 
preference over anything else. Each featured on Country. He has three solo by Ashford and Simpson, showing their 
style is an individual gem. But what albums, including December, Winter long-time professionalism in the 
about the lyrics? Into Spring and Autumn which were all commercial music business. Ifyou want 

Jpst when yo~ thought you've figured in the top thirty jazz chart last June. to think of love or just dance around, 
out the rhythm of these chaps ... suprise! Winston is a unique pianist; he plays Solid should be an addition to your 

.~_rap t,!ne: What's the difference? They with a style that takes elements from record collection. '. . 
do it better than most. Sugar Hill rock, jazz, and clasical reviews by June Koslolf, WPUR co
productions, Run-DMC, ' move oVer MaTk Isham from the Windham Hills station manager and·DJ 
10 The Load, FebruarY 2O,198S - . 
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"For Colored Girls 
Who Have 

Considered 
Suicide When The 

Rainbow Is Not 
Enul" 

by Ntuzake Shanga
The BSA (Black Student 

Association) ·is 
sponsoring the · 

production of this play 
at the Followspot Cafe 
The show schedule 
Is as follows: 
::rhursdaylF'eb.21 
thru Sat. 'IFeb. 23 

at 8 p.m. 
. Feb.-24, 

Sunday matinee 
";at3 p.m.. 

$2.50,.10 r-students, 
faculty and seQior 
citizens; $3.00 for 

adults 

http:2.50,.10
http:rhursdaylF'eb.21


anitas": ·Combining Fiction' and Docume.ntary 
By RICHARD CAMPBELL 
Maria Baratti, a graduate of the Film 

DilDlrtment, directed a fllm entitled Vanitas, which 
poetic truth about today's college professor: 

is not an especiaJly marketable 
and the purveyors of knowledge are an 

Wsnaered species. The central character of Vanitas, 
Emilio Baratti, the director's father, and the 

he portrays is very much one from real life. 
Stefano's father, Mario is a classical language 

who left his home in Perugia to teach at the 
University of New York - to teach in the land of 

film moves forcefully from narrative fiction 
documentary as we follow Mario through his 

activities: the early morning stretching, making 
cappuccino, and his eventual exit outside on the 

to work breeze by punctuated with the music of 
La Traviata. Though it is through the 

llialyncratic magnet Mario that the majority of the 
in the film are formed, the people playing 

characters work quite well with Mario, 

..2 
] 

• • tinufeeling ofspontaneity ,that is refreshing. This D__ • __.I D_L___ S Itturl "'-..l._ the #Wolin .# "Jlturitlls" 
because all of the actors in Vanitas, with the Ste/turo MtuiG uuTlItti lUlU -- 0 -"06 S r OJllaePtion of Rosemary Foley, who plays the social __..:.._~_______________________________-:-___-:

are people without professional training. 
l .Qaracteristic of the N eo-realist tradition, the director 

advantage of the efforts of people in their oWn 
"'itata; the sights and sounds of the everyday: It is a 

made for both practical and aesthetic purposes. 
result is a black and white film which speaks 

Meetly to its audience without intellectual sophistry 
technical lavishries. Vanitas need not be 

_ ordinarily powerful, .t is graceful, thoughtful and 
photography by Bah,man Soltani has 

to do with the solid feeling and effortless 
~nt of the fllm. Whether through carefully 

close-ups which encourage a feeling of personal 
....ment or through use of long shots at oblique 

to accentuate a feeling of impersonal 
811chmmt, the photography in Vanitas ,emphasizes 

through meticulous treatment ofcomposition.. 
Early in the fllm the movement away from a 

narrative draws the viewer closer to the point 
,lfdocumentary, as Mario teaches his class in a scene 
JIIited to give the impression of how he perceives his 
IIIdeDta, as well as how they might perceive him. The 
.. he teaches is small, but whether he is 
fnIDOuacing vowels for his students, or enacting 
wonIa and phrases, Mario does it with the 

liamboyance of a circus leader. Mario uses his own 
liaJination form of com media delrarte to teach. His 

top is laden with comic props such as oversized 
gIua frames, chirping birds, stooge wigs, and 

IIDChanicai toys., With these wares of classical 
~~ae he entertains so that his students will learn. 

ODe point he counsels a JDiddle aged women on the 
and pronounciation of the Italian word for 

r-4ucing by taking her hand to dance. His student 
with him, giddy over the knowledge she has 

. .... uirecI. Mario it seems, will let no student fear to 

power of his gifts and his good nature while 
~tIIcbiDa means little to the bulldozer of institutional 

...... The costly string of bureaucrats without whom 
~...tc university operates, probably do not even care 
IfMario is well versed in Italian - let alone practical 
poItica. Once the forms are stamped, and the wheels 
.... to turn, little can change their direction. The 
IIqic dream of life in avoid is now a reality he faces. 
s,Itema, institutionalized for the extinction of 
"'viclUllity, celebrated for their operators banal 

about intentions, are insidiously efficient in the 
fIOCeII of eliminating any inclination on the part of 
die IUblcrvient to stand up for good causes. Mario's 
tilly compensation is that he is dismissed by a 
dIpartmeDt head who admits Mario's dedication past 

abIolutely meaningless to the needs of the 
1llaituti0D. 

Tbe state univenity of today loses professors like 
who teach courses which are no longer 

l~bIe" for many reasons. America, for better or_IDS to be in a.perpetual state of adolescence. 
~ in the state of Reaganomics is intensely 

It .lacks spirited rebellion, loves trashy 
~ and thrives on trendy consUmerism. But 

ofaU, like an uppermiddle class brat, may proud 
I~ deny the suffering of those at the bottom of 
.. heap - a heap that gets larger as this draws to its 
.... The economic scarcity which threatens Mario's 

existence is everywhere now (except in the Pentagon) 
and most notable in the realm of academia. 

While this comic professor of romance languages 
strolls to the college cafeteria, viewing a courtyard he's 
no doubt passed toany times, the sixties architecture of 
the State University of Albany looms over his body 
with the graceless sterility ofan oversized whitewashed 
pinball machine. Like a marble not slapped hard 
enough to rebound a score, Mario sinks down into his 
chair with his jello and is attended by a student whose 
mind resembles his lunch. She asks about the "sites" of 
Italy and when Mario replies, "Is that a hotel?" This is 
not the end of Mario's story, but rather just the 
beginning. Instead of giving the piece away I would 
encourage the community to come see it when it is 
presented this March. ' 

Following is an interview with Stefano Baratti, who 
appears in the film in a cameo role to playa scene with 
his father. In the. scene, a young man is attending a 
movie at a theater where Mario has been employed to 
take tickets. The director's fantasy, to see one of his 
own fllms in a theater may just remain one . 
Nevertheless, the father who has suffered already for 
his own dream (to teach in the land of opportunity) 
hands the ticket to his son with non chalance. As the 
son-director enters the movie theater, the rites of 
passage have taken place, as he will no doubt find 
some of the same truths as his father by viewing the 
fllm entitled Vanitas. Here Stefano is playing with the 
coming irony of his life; that he chooses to do so leads 
one to believe that he is a romanticist at heart, but the 
manner in which the irony is displayed reve8Is that the 
director knows not to move too closely to his subject. 
The calculate distance the director takes while making 
this fIlm works. Vanitas, . like a short journey to 
somewhere known, though almost lost in time, is like a 
memory w~ch anticipates its re~urance. 
R.C: Why IS your film called Varutas? 
S.B: I n~ed .the f~m. Vanitas aftc:r.a genre of 17th 
Century still life pal.ntings of Ca~Vlrust ~ollan~ and 
Catholi~ Italr or Spatn? a gen~ ~hich.depICts ord~ry 
dom~~c. objects beanng a dlStlDgulshed symb~lism 
~nd mVlting the ~holde~ to re~ upon the bre~t~ of 
life. I find ~ certam relationship between the pa~ting 
Of.these objects and our cO!'temporary perspectlV~ of 
things present, past. or 1.!1 . the . p~ocess o~ belDg 
forgotten. From this vantage pomt, Mano, the 
protagonist .. o~ ~a".!tas,. faUs into an anal?g~us 
category?f. s~U life or In other wo~s, a varushing 
breed of IDdlVlduals. 
R.C: Your father, Mario, seems like a very unusual 
teacher. As I understand he luun't done any acting 
other than what he &pes in his classes. 
S.B: No, my father never acted professionaUy, but his 
classes were hybrid of commedia delfarte and 
vaudeville. Spectable and grammar became the same 

'. thing in his class. He'd resort to anything to make his 
student laugh - magpies, toys, plastic 'flowers and all 
sorts of props were utilized to clarify the language. He 
developed his teaching method which focuses on 
theater games as a didactic tQol while he has in Perugia 
during the 1960's. After a brief intensive course, 
whether you were Danish, Arab or Greek, you'd be 
fluent in Italian. 
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R.C: How do the two of you get along? 
S.B: Very well. I was an only child and when my 
mother died in 1964 my father became the entire 
family. He's a little crazy, you know, I was afraid that 
he would leave one night and never return. Ifyou read 
''Pinocchio by COlladi, it is like the relationship 
between my father and I. 
R.C: Sometimes I felt the film was a piece offICtion 
and at other times it seemed like a documentary. Is this 
ambiguity intentional? . 
S.B: Yes. The factual basis of Vanitas was provided 
by two cardinal events: the 1982 cutback in the SUNY 
system (which affected faculty and staff members 
throughout New York State) and my father's 

, retrenchment as a SUNY teacher, which was a direct 
consequence of those budget cuts. These events 
offered the starting point from which to unfold a 
sustained narrative of events. The ambiguity between 
fact and fiction was attained by reality. The result was 
the charachter Mario, the aging Italian professor, 
master of a.vanishing t~dition, confronted with the 
, bitter experience provided comic reliet. - . ' 

R.C: One can't help feeling romantic or nostalgic 
about Vanitas. Is it a piece about a lost past? 
S.B: In a way, but not as a passive resignation. 
Nostalgia has so .many facets. I guess I expressed a 
longing for the past in Vanitas.Guicclardini, the 
famous Renaissance statesman used to. say that the 
past always returns. in the present, as ina cycle, yet 
hidden behind a new facade. I think the past is a 
necessity of life, like anything else. 
R.C: Speaking of the past'. you told me the style of 
Vanitas is reminiscent of a particular creative 
movement in the films called Neo-Realism. Can you 
elllborate? 
S.B: That's correct. There is a 1952 Neo-realist film 
which inspired my project, both in terms of scope and 
significance. It is DeSica and ,Zavattini's Umberto D, a 
fllm which is, in my mind, the clioiax of Italian Neo
realism, a style which originated from necessity. I 
developed the scenario by combining Umberto D with 
the character from Vladimir Nabokov's .novel called 

....Pnin, a story about a professor of Russian literature 
losing his job. The uniformity of style in V.anitas is 
arrived at by using a number of devices previously 
employed in other Neo-realist fIlms: casting with non
professional actors, using real locations, and the 
preference for long takes. Bahman Soltani's black and 
white photography and his skillful lighting added the 
final detail by re-enacting G.R. Aldo's neo-realist 
aesthetics. 
R.C: Working with people who hadn't acted before 
proved to .be quite advantageous for your project, 
though I imagine ,tcould present problems. 
S.B: Fortunately, not at all. I would say that 80% of 
the acting was the ' resUlt' of improvisation upon a 
suggested theme or motU; The screenplay did not 
eDlphasize any particular dialogue, butkept'it at a bare 
minimum. Once shooting we would await for 
satisfatory results (sometimes by keeping our fmgers 
crossed) and then, in order to keep continuity for 
editing purposes, we .would rewind the Nagra and 

,ARATTI	-continued on next page 
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at 4:30' announcements last semester as part of theNeuberger Promo Designs By Cooper Union Are Not A course project, a group of enthusiastic students from 
the class continue to volunteer their time. Jared shares Poor Reflection On Talents Of Purchase V .A. Designers 
the "Tuesdays at 4:30" project with Ellen Singer, 

By JANICE HUMINSKI Sherri Zuckerman and Kirsten Smith. The students do 
The Neuberger Museum has, since 1981, been 

employing the talents of Cooper Union's Graphic Arts 
Department, which designs and executes the 
Museum's calendars, posters and announcements. For 
those students who are aware of this, the situation is 
quite true but it is by no means sad or a poor reflection 
of the Visual Arts Division on campus. The Director 
of the Neuberger Suzanne Delehanty, has been with 
the Museum since December 1978. The Neuberger is 
an intrical part of SUNY Purchase, and Ms. 
Delehanty says, ..It happens to bear the name of an 
individual because Mr. Neuberger gave his collection 
and American Art to the State University for the 
campus and region." Ms. Delehanty had inaugurated 
the comprehensive graphic system for cost effective 
reasons. 

The Museum, which is a non-profit institution, 
began its search for a way to provide the public with 
information in 1979. After applying for grants from 
the National Endowment for the Arts, and being 
turned down, the Museum turned to the Council for 
the Arts in Westchester,which complied to providing 
the necessary funding In 1981. At about the same time, 
Ed Colker joined the SUNY system as dean of the 

. Visual Arts. Ms. Delehanty and Dean Colker joined 
heads to come up with a feasible and cost effective way 
to produce the Neuberger's posters, etc. Dean Colker, 
who has a great deal of professional graphic design 
experience, recommended Cooper Union. In 
retrospect, Cooper Union had been in existence since 
the early 1900's, whereas Purchase was a mere baby 
just learning to crawl. Both non-profit institutions 
have excellent facilities, however, the amount of 
typesetting which would have to be done was, as 
Suzanne Delehanty explained, "beyond the prevailing 

-capabilities in V.A., and they (Cooper Union) had full
time typesetters." Ms. Delehanty also went on to say 
that "if the work was to be done in V .A. it would be the 
misuse of a facility, because all of the equipment is to 
be adjunct to the teaching of students." Dean Colker 

BARATTI continued from previous page 

listen to the last recorded words. The next shoot would 
start from those last words. It was like sewing a 
garment together. 
R.C: I bet it wasn't quite as simple as that sounds. 
When did you start working on Vanitas? 
S.B: The pre-production work of Vanitas started 
during the summer of 1983 and the shooting schedule 
was spread out between September to December for a 
total of twelve working days. Editing began in January 
1984, and I had a first rough-cut by mid-May. Post
production is finished now. 
R.C: What was the major obstacle for you while 
creating Vanitas? 
S.B: Like other students, money. Every film student, 
sooner or later, if they are to finish t~eir senior films 
has to deal with this problem: how to create so much 
with so little. This is where real craftmanship comes 
into play. The process is not only very expensive but 
requires precise planning. One miscalculation on a 
project so close to its budget, and one can jeopardize 
the whole thing. Though it's practically impossible is is 
where real craftmanship comes into play. The process 
is not only very expensive but requires precise 
planning. One miscalculation on a project so close to 
its budget, and one can jeopardize the whole thing. 
Though it's practically impossible to plan everything 
before hand, there is always a margin left for 
improvisation. My film is black and white and about 
an hour long - it costs $8,500 to make. 
R.C: There were a lot of people involved in this 
project. How did you keep a crew together for such a 
long time? 
S.B: It was not as hard as you think. The best thing 
that happended to me during the work was to turn 
around while shooting to see the crew at work. 
Classmates who have their own worries and projects 
would work with me into the night, travel all over the 
place, and generally do just about anything to help me 
with Vanitas. I remember when we were at Albany in 
November, working in bitter cold, Bahman's hands 
were practically frozen, and I was going to call it quits 
for the day, but he insisted on shooting the scene. It 
was that kind of spirit tbat kept things going. I cannot 
overemphasize how important it is to have a good 
crew. Without people like Loraine Chiarello, co
producer, and the production managers, Alex 
Lugones and Barry Mabie (to mention a few), the fIlm 
would simply not exist. 
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shared the same feelings as Ms. Delehanty. He said not receive any credit or salary for their time but chose 
that the Visual Arts facilities are there first and to continue with the project because it is rewarding, 
foremost for the education of the students and not for gives them professional experience and provides 
professional services. Because Purchase was primarily portfolio material. Thus, as Purchase, the institution 
interested in creating a successful Visual Arts and community, evolves as a unit with experience it 
curriculum for its incoming students, the status of . branches out and will hopefully, with time, be able to 
Neuberger flyers was of secondary concern, and Dean handle such responsibility as the Neuberger's graphics. 
Colker graciously helped the Museum to find a viable The Neuberger Museum presently offers three 
alternative. training programs to Purchase students. The Museum 

As Purchase grows in experience, facility and has a Student Aide Program available to work/ study 
faculty strength, it becomes more equipped to students. An Aide may work with registration, 
enaeavor greater undertakings. In 1981 it was more administration, education or installations. The 
practical to have Cooper Union take care of the · program has been designed to train and educate 
graphic productions for the Neuberger because of its individuals while working. The second program is for 
experience as well as the fact that it is a privately run "Interns in Education" and is made possible through 
institution. Cooper Union can make arrangements the joint sponsorship of the Art History faculty and 
with other institutions where there is an exchange of Neuberger staff. The students involved with the 
currency for services rendered, whereas it is much program, which will open this fall, are usually of junior 
harder for SUNY to partake in such activities. status within the Art History division. The third 

In the fall of 1984, Purchase's Visual Arts Professor program is a Senior Project Internship which is also 
Laurence Bach, had initiated the first professional open to Art History students and produced by the Art 
relations between the Neuberger and Purchase with History faculty and Neuberger staff. The internship 
the ··Community Design Studio". Offset printing entails and allows the individual to organize, exhibit 
technician, Professor Patricia Smith was overseer for ~ and write the brochures. Each exhibit costs about 
the technical aspects of the workshop. The in $3,000 to put together and the funding is available 
classroom program was responsible for creating and through the Neuberger. Ms. Delehanty feels that this is 
producing the ··Tuesdays at 4:30" invitations which an incredible program which has contributed a great 
announce upcoming lectures and events that have deal to the students involved because it gives them the 
been coo_rdinated by the Neuberger and funded in part rare opportunity to curate a show before graduation, 

something which many graduates never get toby 'SUNY Affiliates. The course is currently offered 
tauaht by Warren Lehrer. The class has been ctescnbed experience. Ms. Delehanty said that she enjoys 
by Jared Thaler, a Visual Arts student, as "career working with SUNY museums because it allows her to 
oriented." The students gain hands-on experience, have contact with the students. She feels that Purchase 
they are responsible for designing and executing has an extraordinary Visual Arts division which is 
graphic productions for actual clientele. Jared rapidly evolving and she hopes that the Neuberger will 
explained that the class takes care of··a lot of in-house one day be able to delegate its graphic productions to 
posters and projects such as the Visiting Artist Lecture the students, but ··to place that sort of responsibility 
Series, the Purchase Dance Corp, and Career upon the department would at present clog up the 
Development Office posters. Although the classroom, and a classroom is a classroom first, and 
Community Design Studio took care of the ·Tuesdays should be used as an adjunct to teaching." 

R.C: Being a ·Purchase film graduate, what do you 

think of the program? 

S.B: The experience I've had with the Film NEUBERGER MUSEUM State University of New York at Purchase 

Department has been positive and constructive. The 
appointment of Aram Avakian as Dean has been a 
boost. Aram has pushed the. students to new levels, ..,:..~,o~ 

;j.,<::,Wassuring the work gets done, encouraging the students ~ee '>~ 
~~ \Iofl _t..-v'00without interfering with their own sense of creativity, cj"O~ S\I'§- ~e\"" ~ 

while keeping a sharp eye out for any wrong turns they 

might have. He meticulously supervises each phase of '"""".:\.0'"A#'"
cP""~#,.,,:/",,"";;;''''our work in progress with artistry and common sense. 

\9\0'- ~c,~~1> c,o~c,\{e~\'O\{
I am grateful to him as Miriam Arsham, our editing '0 <;' A\O (:.~ ~e 

0 vQ\r& e\~'lt" ei-~ "''11 0\ 0~\
professor, as well as other staff members for their help. . ",c, \ ,~~ ",?fv ,e"\~O'~~ ~~~~V'" ~o\ePurchase students who major in fUm have to make a . ,~v ~~~ cc,~~considerable effort, but their efforts are well placed. ~-v\o ~~o~ ~'O ~ 

1 R~C: What are your plans after leaving here? ~o'" .,~ ~ 
S.B: There is a quotation from · the 19th Century 
French painter Jean-Francois Millet, which more or r:?* 

s-v" 

~ r.>....~ 
lesS says that when you draw (or create) a man, you 
think about a landscape, and when you draw (or ~" 
create) a landscape, you think about a man. I would 
like to apply this to anything forthcoming from me. ,cP
Whether it be like a documentary on a tropical fish, or ~?fc,'<::' 
a 20 million dollar movie ... ~o~'i'~ ·~6'~~ 

~ . 'O<o-v'Vanitas was produced by Stefano ltf.ario Baratti and ~~Q ~~,e 
.>.. ,~1> .»<!\'Loraine C. Chiarello ,for Zaira hoductions in ,.v ·~o\' 

- ~ ~ ---, 
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cffP 
~ 


'11\'0 
o",eg . 

,~~<;' ,9'1.-':)" 
.~e\C> fI,i'- :-ti '0 

0 \,9'1.-"·O\'3CP\)'11'0\1> flOconjunction with SUNY Purchase Film Department. ,?--v ' 
uS'1.-\ l'0fl'i ~e~e 9~'O'1> 

·Productio".advisors: Aram Avakina, Miriam Arsham ~X1'i\X1(f1. 'OS-f'~1"~,;)0~0\' '0'1.-"
Director o/Photography: Bahman Soltani . 

\C,,<::,\e\ ~~~~'~<tll:l \~'O ~\0C!JIS\'9~~~00\
·Pro(fuction Manager: Barrie Mabie ?>~'O~ .~...~ 0' '3 \~~0 c,\\e§'0 S\IO ~ 
Post~·Production Manager: Alexander Lugones 0'0 Y' r..,:-l' l'ofl'i <:(,'Oc,"", ~S\I?> . '0 '3 s\-v?> 

Directed by Stefano Maria Baratti flO-vC> ....,9'/) S'i(flb'O'f.?>\ ~'31'" <0#'11 II?>~o 
A#" ""v#. .I"'~cU>" """, #'" ,,<t1' ~.i"<I~',p 0' ,," ~9""'" "" ",".;~ ~~,.._.,..0'."",""."#,, ~"'" 1~ ~\e\'?-~DS~'3V ,c#'I.-'\s\ ~ ''0,(0

1 
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By Larry Eldridge 
(PART I: The Grim Reality) 

"Holy shitl" muttered Boggs, "This can't be 

Dvorak's 

2 
• 

«
• 

I 

Dilemma 

r ~< ..-

'~~1· ~t:-··~ 
~~--

" 

true!" But it was true, and no one knew this 
better than Boggs--for Boggs had an uncanny 
sense for the validity of things, a gut-wrenching 
truth-sense that had allowed him, overthe years, 
to assemble a formidable collection of 
irrevokable constants and truisms, not the least 
of which were: "Ontogeny recapitulates 
phylogeny," and "Downtown Datsun--we are 
the dealin'-est!" Indeed, even the legendary 
Dvorak had paid him homage in his own peculiar 
way, though the memory of it caused Boggs to 
cringe, sweat and twitch spasmodically. 

"Value truth above all things," Dvorak had 
said. And he was right. 

Nevertheless, Boggs couldn't help but doubt 
his own senses as he re-read the crumpled piece 
of paper in his hand. Not since childhood had he 
felt such despair as that which now began to take 
him; it was like a physical pain, a cancer. He was 
disoriented, and had to steady himself against 
the wall as his head was suddenly flooded with 
blurred images, foremost of which was the stern, 
reproving face of his father, a kindly old man 
who had dropped a cufflink on the subway tracks 
and been run over by the C train. This last 
thought cheered Boggs somewhat, but it was still 
with difficulty that he grabbed his jacket and 
made his way, lurching and stumbling, to the 
door of his fifth-floor Chelsea cold-water flat. 

Once outside, the filth, the din, and the 
pungent odor of human excrement bolstered 
Boggs' spirits somewhat, and it was with an 
almost nonchalant demeanor that he began to 
make his way through the bustling streets. It was 
early afternoon, and around him the city fairly 
hummed with life. Hordes of rheumy, diseased 
prostitutes lined the streets, beckoning with 
inflamed, needle-ridden arms. Nearby, a car 
sped by, slowing down just enough for a figure to 
lean out the window and machine-gun an old 
man who had been sitting on the stoop. Across 
the street, two policemen were in the process of 
pummeling a frail-looking youth with their 
nightsticks; a vicious temple-blow landed with a 
wet crunch that fairly warmed Boggs' heart. And 
for a moment, he was almost able to forget his 
problems--just to bask in the sheer, 
unadulterated joy of living where he did, where 
life was good. 

Next: Boggs' Revelation 
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t PERFORMINGARTS : 
,~~~~~~~ 

photo by Rosume Lufrano :+ 
.&. Sat, Feb. 23 - Joyce Trisler Danscompany In acelebration of 
T modem dance+8 p.m. Theater A/PAC+Wed, Feb. 27 - Senior Recital , Carol Cannizzo. soprano.

performing works by Mozart. Rosslnln. Schubert and 
Poulence) 
8 p.m. Recital Hall/Music Bldg.

:+Thurs, Feb. 28 - Separ~e Tables. aplay by the division of 
Theater Arts and Film 
8 p.m. Theater C/PAC 

: Thurs, Feb. 28 - Chamber Music Society of Lincoln Center. 
.&. The program Includes works by Poulenc and Brahms. 
T 8 p.m. Theater B/PAC+Fri, March 1 - Separate Tables+8 p.m. Theater C/PAC

+'Sat, March 2 - Madama Butterfly. produced by the Dlv'lslon -of Continuing Education and the Division of Music. 
8 p.m. Theater A/PAC 

• 	 Sat, March 2 - Revue Sketches. Aplay presented by the 
Theater Arts and Film Division.1
8 p.m. Dance Lab Theater /Dance BldQ. 

Sun, March 3 - Madama Butterfly (see March 2) 

Sun, March 3 - Revue Sketches (see Sat.) 
Sun, March 3 - Separate Tables 
3 p.m. Theater C/PAC 



+FILMS + 
+~~~++Sun, Feb. 3 - Constructivist Film Series+ 3-5 p.m. Humanities Theater 

t Feb. 22-24 - The Atomic Cafe and The War Game 
T .8 and 10:30 p,.m. Hum. Theater 

+++ 

:+ 


:+ 


:+ 


: 

~n ·~~ll: 

Saturday, March 2- Section 1Girls' High School Basketball 
Tournament 
noon thru 6 p.m., gym 

• NEUBERGER MUSEUM : 
+~~~~~~~+thru March 31 - Concepts In Construction 

: : STUDENT ACTIVITIES : 

+ 

~~~~~~~ 


! Mondays at 10 p.m. - Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual Union 
T+maatings 

Fireside Lounge, CCN 

... Mondays at 4:30 p.m. - Student Union meetings 
T Conference Room, CCN! Mondays at 4:30 p.m. - Student Senate meetings 
T Conference Room, CCN+Tuesdays at 8 p.m - Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship 
... Bible Study
T Dining Hall Mezzanine! Fridays at 7 p.m. - Inter.Varslty Christian Fellowship
T General Meeting+Dining Hall Mezzanine 

... Wednesdays at 4:30 p.m. - CORE (Steering committee of the1. Jewish Student Coalition) meetings. open to all 
T Cafeteria, CCN 

+++••••••••••••••••• 
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by Peter M. Gottlieb 
"Your I.D./' demands the smug Neo-Nazi at 

the entrance to the pub. I eye him carefully. The 
"Brown Shirts" are long since gone. Replaced by 
clean white ones with the ominous initia.ls peA. 

I show him the sterile piece ofplastic that is my 
soul. and I am free to pass. "You know, this is 
really a pain in the ass," I say, fumbling to slide 
the card back into my wallet. And like all good 
Nazis he replies: ''I'm just doing my job; I'm just 
following orders." 
, "Wait!" he then says, andgrabbing my arm, he 

stamps the back of my hand. I am numbered. I 
am tagged. And the red ink burns allusions of 
Auschwitz into my flesh. A shout from behind. 
An argument. The fellow behind me is suddenly 
snatched! He is under 19, a criminal offense, and 
is thrusted out into the Wasteand where 
humorless cold bricks echo despair--or worse-
boredom. 

Ahead lies a room saturated with smoke and 
the stale odor of sweating underarms. Like cattle 
we are herded together and the room is filled 
with those who are neither living nor dead, and 
know nothing. Looking into the heart of light-- ' 
the Silence! 
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No Solutions Yet 


by H.L. Gringlefort 

If I were to follow 
Still 
I wouldn't be me 
But 
The shadow of 
What you never were 

When you talk 
to me like that 
everything smells so good 
Sorry Pal... 
Beneath the bed of 
Roses is a steaming 
pile of guilt 

photo by Paul Sedita 

A lute magician 
brought me beauty 
like a rainstorm 
he was walking 
with a hal.t 

with a waver 
with a brilliant anger fading 
From magic-seat 
from fragrant darkness 
walking towards me 
witb a halt 

and sj(ver eyes 
brilliant anger now inside 
By L.H. 
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The editors of H.A.M. welcome all submissions of fiction, poetry, photography, laundry lists, 
etc. Submissions can be dropped off at the info booth at CCN or at The Load office, CCS room 
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Purchase Gospels Choir Gives Performance 
In Conjunction With Black History Month 

By JULIE KENYON 
In celebration of Black History 

Month, the SUNY Purchase Gospel 
Choir commenced a day's festivities 
with an exhilarating performance in the 
Music Building's Recital Hall. This 
presentation was the conclusion of the 
Neuberger Museum's Vbices: Black 
Expressions In Contemporary Art. 

Their first piece, "Jesus, Lover of My 
Soul", brought the group together 
through a beautiful blending of octave 
ranges. This cohesive sound soothed its 
audience even more as their Artistic 
Director, Kevin Winn, brought them 
into their next piece, "Surrender 

Yourself." This song moved its 
audience along with the Gospel Choir's 
climbing range, warming those with its 
intensity to a climatic pinacle. 

"Where Do We Go From Here?" was 
added proof of the Choir's power and 
control over their voices as they held 
notes in unison for close to a minute. 
This tune was upbeat, bee-bopping the 
audience with their well rehearsed 
exhibition of soul. 

Ms. Dorothy Reese, soloist with the 
Sacred Heart Roman Catholic Church 
in Mount Vernon and Assistant 
Director of Financial Aid at SUNY 
Purchase, with the accompaniment of 
pianist Levi Barcourt, sang "I Cannot 
Stay Here By Myself', "Didn't My Lord 
Deliver Daniel?" "If I Can Help The Purchase Gospel Choir, during their recent perJor"umce 
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Somebody", and "My Good Lord Done time with every beat. Choir's exhuberance on their February 
Be Here", enhanced , ' the Choir's The final duet with Sharon 9 concert, only wished that he would be 
performance in presenting a versatility Monsanto and Deborah Houston of "I able to continue with them. The Gospel 
in range, tone and style. Want To See My Jesus", sung with Choir is: Sopranos: Starr Brok, Keisha 

Charmaine McCants, whose smooth . beauteous harmony, strengthened the Elaine Knox, Charmaine McCants, 
solo powerhouse performance of group's already polished performance. Sharon Monsato; Altos: Deborah 

Oil "You'll Find All These Things" This recherche experience, evidently Battle, Liz Carr, Robin Cryer;Deborah
e 'fi . ~ molli led the audlence's mood to a expressed on smiling faces and in Houston, Michelle Robinson (now on 
I:: melting point. However, this relaxing clapping hands, finally commanded leave); Tenors: Robert Kellerman, 
~ encounter with rapturous sound those to rise in latent appreciation of Rolph Schreiber, Authurene Sims, and 
~ sharply turned back to the pulsating their fragrant talents. Robert Taylor. The Gospel Choir Band: 
~ sonority of the Gospel Choir backing The SUNY Purchase Gospel Choir, William Charlap, paino; Greg Burrows, 
o soloits Liz Carr and Robin Cryer composed of undergraduate students drums; Sean Smith, bass guitar. The -a singing "Working On A Building." Ms. from this campus, was established in Gospel Choir is presently looking for a 

Carr's explosive lead with Ms. Cryer's 1979 by Carolyn Brown and Kevin pianist and new members who can add 
Altos Robin Cryer IIIId Li: Carr energetic backup solo shook the Winn. Mr. Winn, a senior economics to and become interested in their 

audience whose hands responded in - major, who was very pleased with the ! va vivas of melodic wondrousness. 

"Profane Theater" Is Performed By The Acting Company In "Pieces Of Eight" 
By J, WITZ 

The profane theater, thanks to the Colahan as the aged couple and 
generosity of Warner Communications, undoubtedly sent everyone home 
Inc., was granted an audience by the feeling better about their marriages. 
citizens of Westchester this Saturday, Other than these moments of 
February 10. One might imagine the innocent "entertainment," the 
audience was harboring some feeling of production did nothing less than negate 
impending adventure, even responsibi the claims of subversive theatre to any 
lity, as it prepared to confront some of sort of serious consideration, not to say 
the most abrasively critical voices of the anything about dangerousness. The 
modern theatre: Albee, Beckett, work of Ionesco, bitterly hostile to 
Ionesco, and Pinter, as rendered by The conventional mores, was, for this 
Acting Company in''1Jleces of Eight. audience, neatly absorbed beneath the 

Sadly, this was not the case. The myth rubric of entertainment. The selection 
that these authors present and represent of his Foursome was appalling; it was a 
a radical critique of the state-of-things frothy piece, of a completely different 
in-the-world was effectively unwritten 'genus than, say, The Chairs with its 
for the people of Westchester. It was as scathing indictment of bourgeois 
if the production served as a mechanism conventions. The piece consisted of 
by which the ideologically unsavory absurd dialogue that would have made 
body of "absurd" (read here serious) a bunch of doped-up junior high 
theater might be rendered palatable, schoolers blush to be involved in, and 
,consumed, then forgotten by the what could have been a vague political 
bourgeois consciousness as it stands metaphor involving prohibited flower 
today. pots. In the end a woman walks out 

Taken ahistorically, as pure onto the stage, for the piece: was self
spectacle, there was nothing lacking in reflexive, and bedlam ensues: the pots 

.the production. Two of the eight are broken. Finally, the woman stands 
'selections, Tom Stoppard's The (15 center stage wearing nothing but a 
Minute) Dogg's Troupe Hamlet and 
Robert Anderson's I'm Herbert were in 

teddy and heels and reviles the author 
for placing her in such an embarrassing Laura Brutsnuur IIIId Libby CoIIIhlln in Harold Pinter's "The BlIlclc and White" 
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fact quite charming. A third, Edward 

Albee's The Sandbox, a parapsycholo

gical family drama, was saved through 

an endearing performance by Laura 

Brutsman as the dying Grandmother. 

Of the "sparklers," the first was a 

compressed version of the Shakespeare 

classic, running first about ten minutes, 

and then hypercompressec', to a mere 

four. Tight, vigorous s age work, 


.combined with a skilt 'dly edited 
pastiche of the original t," t served not 
only to amuse but to reinforce the 
opinion that had he not been impelled 
by the necessities of the tragic plot, 
Hamlet may never have done a thing, 
except, perhaps, pine for his mother. 
The second, a bittersweet meditation on . 
old age, youth, memory, desire, and the 
nature of conversation was gracefully 
handled by Philip Goodman and Lily 

position; to which one of the other 
characters replies, "Of course! This is 
the theater of the absurd," as if to rightly 
dismiss all that had transpired from the 
audience's consciousness. Even the 
"normally" resonant and disquieting 
work of Beckett, with its compUlsive 
babbling set against a background of 
cosmic silence was damped until it 
became a sentimental period piece, 
replete with costumes and music. 

This ideological diffusion of what 
was once a bold critical practice is 
frightening but understandable in the 
age in which we live. That it worked is 
borne out by a comment made by a 
middle aged gentleman on his way out: 
of the theatre: "The movies are crap 
now-a-days, this was something 
different." 

Neuberger Presents "Medieval Animals" 
By JULIE KENYON 

The Tuesdays at 4:30 series at the 
Neuberger Museum recently presented 
Medieval Animal Myths and Fables; a 
reading by Dr. Robert Stein, Associate 
Professor of Literature at SUNY 
Purchase.This reading reflected the 
medieval ideologies concerning animal 
characters and their humanistic 
representations. 

Dr. Stein's readings celebrated the 
opening of Sigrid Goldiner's exhibition 
of The Medieval Animal: Abstraction 
or Reality? which opened on February 
5. Among these carefully SC(lected 
rea#ings were the prologue from"Piers 
the Ploughman by Langland, riddles 

from an Anthology of Old English 
Poetry, and fables symbolizing clerical 
teachings from the Medieval English 
Verse, which served as instrumental 
tools for a further interpretation of Ms. 
Goldiner's exhibit. 

Medieval Animal: Abstraction or 
Reality?, which was curated by Ms. 
Goldiner as her senior project for Art 
History, illustrates the superstitious age 
where animals were used as symbols 
to"threaten or explain some deep 
theological mystery." Some of these 
mysteries concerned human psychology 

--- see MEDIEVAL on page 18 
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The production has been staged by 
John J.D. Sheehan. 

The schedule of performances is as 
follows: 
Wednesdays, 'February 20 & 27 at 8 p.m 
Fridays, February 22 & March I at 8 
p.m. 

'·'Constructivist Films And Beyond" 
Being Presented By Neuberger Museum . 

Sundays, February 24& March 3 at 3 
p.m. 

By JULIE KENYON 

Tickets are $8 for students. For info 
and reservations, call (212) 288-1485 

Madama Butterfly, the dramatic 
opera combining the exotic setting of 
Japan with the lyric beauty of Puccini's 

In conjunction with the Neuberger
Museum's recent opening of Concepts 
in Construction: 1910-1980, I3 
American and European avant garde 
films will be shown in Constructivist 
Films and Beyond. These films will 
offer an "educational and entertaining 

and exp'erimental films, and to 
strengthen tII~e interpretation of 
constructivism altogether. 

Rhythmus 21 (1921), by Hans 
Richter, Oskar Fishinger's Allegreto 
(1936) and Radio Dynamics (1942), 
John and James Whitney's 

photo by Kathy Moms 

Benny Andrews Exhibit: 
"A Family Affair" 

By NORA NACHUMI 
In our society, which stresses the 

importance of the individual, Benny 
Andrews has never forgotten that his 
success was partly due to the people 
with and by whom he was raised. With 
this idea in mind, Mr. Andrews is 
organizing a very special exhibit. On 
February 22, in honor of Black History 
Month, "Art: An Andrews Family 
Affair" will open in the Visual Arts 
Gallery. Among the works are 
paintings by both Benny Andrews and 
his father George and literature by 
Viola, Benny's mother, and his brother 
Raymond. Pieces by Mr. Andrews' 
sons, Christopher, an architect, and 
Thomas, a glass sculptor, are included 
in the show as well. 

The achievements of the Andrews 
family are prodigeous to say the least. 
Though the family was poor, art 
flourished within the Andrews 
household. George, who is also a 
constructionist, painted constantly. 
Mrs. Andrews wrote. Benny and' 
Raymond grew up as "drawing and 
writing peers." Benny later illustrated 
several of Raymond's works. 

Among his many achievements, 
Benny is a noted social activist, 
particularly with black a~ist's rights (he 
also is the founder of an organization 
that introduced art into the prisons). 
Despite a background which includes, 
"Picking cotton and going to school for 
only five months per term," Benny 
Andrews earned a BFA from 
the Chicago Art Institute in 1958. His 
work can be found in museums 
throughout the country, notably the 
Museum of Modem Art where he has 
partiCipated in several shows. He has 
taught at numerous colleges and has 
recently completed a stint as the Visual 
Arts Director for the National 
Endowment of the Arts. 

This exhibit is interesting for a 
number of reasons. Besides offering the 
Purchase student the opportunity to 
view some excellent art, the show will 
also enable students to see and weigh . 
the value of surrounding influences 
upon the individual. "In the end," said 
Mr. Andrews, "I do think the individual 
artist must be able to do it him or 
herself." The art of the Andrews family 
will provide both viewpoints. The 

. individual work of each member will 
both stand alone and enhance others. 

Music 

The Opera Ensemble of New York 

will present si~. performances of 
Donizetti's Don Pasquale beginning 
Wednesday, February 20 at 8 p.m. The 
orchestra will be under the baton of 
guest conductor Michael Rechhiuti. 
18 The Load, February,20, 1985 

music will be performed at SUNY opportunity to further illustrate 'Permutations (1968), and Stuart 

Purchase on Saturday, March 2, and -Constructivism through the medium of Sherman's Flying (1979) and 

Sunday, March 3 at 8 p.m. Produced by film," explained Robert Morris, Fountain/ Car (1980), are just a few of 

the Division of Continuing Education, coordinator of public programs for the the films that will provide an overview 

the performances will feature the Neuberger Museum. of constructivist films. "The people who 

Purchase Symphony and the Purchase Constructivist fllms show images made these films considered themsel-.:es 

Opera Company, which is composed of moving in time and space. Some of constructivist painters first and then 

singers from the SUNY faculty, the these films date back to the 1920's when film makers concerned with the same 

Opera Performance workshop and film was being used to illustrate non ideas. They are not the glamorous 

guest artists from the Metropolitan figurative images, geometric forms and Hollywood type films. Many artists 

Opera Company. shapes. Artists have been using film as believed that these fllms were very 


Based on the play, Madame Butterfly an experirpental medium because it has important politically and socially; that 

by David Belasco, Puccini's opera the advantages of sound, movement they would change the world," Morris 

premiered at La Scala in 1904. The and animation. All of which enhance explained. 

locale is the terrace and garden of a ,the aesthetic experience of the viewer," Constructivist Films and Beyondwill 

house in Nagasaki and the story is that Morris stated. be presented on Sunday, March 3, in the 

of the ill-fated love affair of a U.S. The Neuberger Museum decided to Humanities Auditorium. There will be a 

Naval Lieutenant, Benjamin Franklin show these films, hoping that they "Constructivist Tea" following the films 

Pinkerton and Cio-Cio-San (Madama would be able to heighten the awareness in the Museum study. Admission is free 

Butterfly). The opera is full of action and appreciation ofconstructivist films, for students, faculty and staff. 

and dramatic tension, and Puccini's show the importance of independent 

suspenseful orchestral writing 

brilliantly underscores the fascinating 

atmosphere of Japanese life. 


The role of Butterfly will be sung by 

Marie Traficante, a faculty member at 

SUNY Purchase and well-known opera 

singer and recitalist. Pinkerton will be 

sung by Allan Glassman, a tenor at the 

Metropolitan Opera Company; and 

Suzuki, Butterfly's maid, will be sung by production 
 Hee Kim of Larchmont, and Ning
Shirley Tennison of the SUNY Butterfly will employ English subtitles Gunnfelt of Mt. Kisco as Geishas;
Purchase Opera Performance projected onto a screen over the stage. Michael Paschkes of New Rochelle as
Workshop. The production is being Used by the New York City and San Yamadori; Ellen Finamore of Armonk
directed by Leyna Gabriele, a faculty Fransisco Opera Companies, the as Kate Pinkerton (Sunday only) Jeff 
member at SUNY and co-founder of the availability of the English translations kelly of Cortland" as a relative;
Masterworks Laboratory Theater in has proved to tremendously increase the Winthrop Buswell of Darien, CT, as 
New York City. The Purchase audience's enjoyment of the opera. It is Sharpless; Anthony Mellor of Mt.
Symphony wi1l be conducted by believed that this is the first time English : Vernon as the Imperial Commissioner; 
William Vendice, conductor and coach subtitles have been used in Westchester. Diane LaSala of Wilton, CT, as Kate 
at the Metroplitan Opera. Sets have Among the Westchester and Fairfield Pinkerton (Saturday only); and
been designed and built in the Helene Levy of Harrison, Maria Young Kristine Marshall of Byram, CT, as the 
Performing Arts Center Scene Shop by Madama Butterfly are: Shirley Cousin.
the SUNY Purchase Design/Technol Tennison .of Mt. Kisco as Suzuki, Ellen Tickets are $12 and $10 and are
ogy Department of the Theater Arts Dubow Stein of Armonk, Carmen available at the PAC box office. 
.Division. helene Levy of Harrison, Maria Y ounr 

.~MEDIEVAL --jrom~;;;;i7~~=jiiiiiiiliiiiiipage 17------r ~~~~~:-~~--····························: ......']' ""!.~..: • 
and. religion. Although the animal ~.• 
lIn~ges may have been abstracted, 5: 
ammals were used as an icon of human 0 • Guitarist 
behavior and myths. ~: 


Ms. Goldiner, who "never inteded to :;-:

"b . . ... •pu rsue t ecame lDcreaslDgly I!!!.:. a~, Marty Lewintermterested m Medieval Art when she ~ • 


worked as a docent for the f: 

Metropolitan Museum of Art's a: 

Cloisters for seven years. The LlteraturePro/essorBobStdn,givln,a 
 every Friday and
"connections" that she made there. reading on Medieval Art at Neuberger 

accomodated her intentions to borrow' worked closely with Shirley Blum, 

pieces from the MET,dealers and Professor of Art History, who, along' Saturday 

collectors that would lenq their pieces to with everyone involved, showed their 

the exhibit. . enthusiasm and, how they really wanted 


"I started th.e exhibit in March'84 and everything to succeed. This was clear 6-9 p.m.devoted an enormous amount of time . when Robert Morris, Coordinator of • 

and patience to organize and curate this i Public Programming, had come up with 

project. I had to write the 'brochure, .: the idea to have Dr. Stein give a lecture 


At the Mt. Kisco Kosher work with the Neuberger Staff, my.; be,cause it fit just the right note." 

advisors Suzanne Delehanty, Direct'lr Ms. Goldiner's exhibit, that will be Deli and RestauTant 

of the Neuberger Museum, and Eric ,open at the Neuberger Museum until 

Carlson, Associate Professor of Art "April 14, provides an educational' 

History, in preparing the exhibit. This. insight to the societies that existed s. Moger Avenue 

made it easier to find the pieces that I between the 4th and the 15th centuries. 
 Mt. Kisco N.Y.had wanted to show(which are from The Neuberger Museum is open 10 a.m. 

England, France, Russia, Cyprus, to 4 p.m. Tuesdays through Friday, and 

Egypt,and parts of Byzantium); I also I p..m.. to 5 p.m. on. weekends. 


, AdmiSSion to the MuseUm 18 free. : .-- ' ., .. ...............................
~ 
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EdibrbI 
Purchase Students Are "Wiping Out Apathy" 


to all constituencies ofthe campus. The College will realize thatstudents are Apathy Iap-e-theI n I: lack offeeling or emotion: IMPASIVEN ESS 2: lack 
in fact concerned, and not apathetic. Almost like a revelation, the students interest or concern: INDIFFERENCE 
have recently seen that the student body cannot be fractionalized if they are 

Are Purchase students apathetic? Certainly, the majority of students on to be heard with any conviction by the administration. 
dUs campus have expressed a lack of interest, concern, and even a lack of If the College administrators aren't clear that a great majority of students
feeling and emotion when it comes to the issues surrounding our school. In are indeed thinking and talking about the housing problems, the faculty 

Load editorial, communication was blamed for the increasing shifts, the need for a student center, among other issues, they cannot act on
apathy. As the College grows in enrollment, there becomes a growing need our behalf. 
for new ways of communicating information. Now that the lines of communication have been opened by the student 

Small groups of students are burdened with most of the time-consuming leaders, all students must become concerned and aware of this institition's 
cqanizing o'f activities, thus these students are the ones who know the ins problems. Action has to be taken in order to accomplish the goals outlined 
aad-outs of campus policy, politics, bureaucracy and whatever else by the students and staff. 
atracurricular administration entails. Besides the cO'1lmunication gap which is now bein~ filled, nothing 

While these st~dents are to be commended for their dedication to making substantial has resulted from the discussion. However, it should serve as 
campus life better for the rest of the students, further efforts should be made a message to all students that they should start attending meetings ofthe All 
to inform our peers of the issues and how they will affect them. So even if a College Senate and become involved in its sub-committees. All students are 
ItUdent still chooses not to volunteer his or her time, they can still support welcome to attend Student Senate meetings, meetings of clubs and
tile work and efforts of the active student leaders, who also serve as a organizations, such as The Load, GLBU, BSA, the Student Union, etc. By
communicative link to the administration, staff and faculty. This is one way not showing up, we place the power ofjudgement in the hands ofa few, who 
in which apathy can · be erased. have no choice but to assume that students do not care. 

Student leaders are now beginning to break the communication barrier. But more and more students are becoming increasingly concerned. The 
The first step was a meeting held on February 6, when student organizers of better the student majority understands the issues, however, the more 
dubs and organizations met with the administration to discuss concerns, impact we can have in making a difference. Small groups of students must 
pipes, complaints and problems that have surfaced over the academic year. continue to come together to gain the power of a unified voice. 
Tom Whitford of Terran Consciousness organized the meeting, making the This meeting has broken the ice - students are taking action and becoming 
fint move towards direct communication with the College executives. less apathetic. Efforts are being made to better inform students and increase 

Since the day-by-day activities of the clubs and organizations are so the consciousness and awareness about our small school community. It's 
varied, formal cohesive discussion never occurred between them before the now the students' responsibility to continue what the clubs and
planning of this meeting. By getting together and formulating a consensus organization leaders started. It's time, as many c.oncerned students have 
«concerns, the stud~nts' voice will grow into a network ofcommunication expressed, to stomp out apathy. 

To the Editor: 
So you're down in the basement of the dorms (cellar 

to thOle who live there) and you're on your way to 
FLIK, (you've bad your stomach removed so there's 
IOdaDaer) and you come across this little corridor that 
ameBa like chlorine. Hey!, you say to yourself, rye 
found the pool. Wrong. You've found WPUR, the 
1ludeDl-run radio station here at SUNY Purchase. Oh 
,...1, you've heard about it. 

Let's tee, what have you heard? 
That the turntables they use are the Close and Play 

ODeS you used to break as a kid? That the WPUR djs' 
favorite pastime is having dead air space races? You've 
beard all of this and probably a lot more, but have you 
MJ' actually heard the station? "Uh, no, rye been 
..rung to get around to it but, uh, you know how it 
a..

No, we here at WPUR don't bow how it is. We do 
bow how it is to spend all week preparing for a show, 
putting up posters, convincing your friends to listen, 
pouring your heart out into a show and then having a 
total oftbree listeners. Now rm not trying to preach to 
you - in fact rm the farst to admit that a lot of the stuff 
we broadcast isn't the greatest - but nonetheless, there 
islD energy, a spontaneity, a kind oftruthfulness, that 
.tea even the worst of WPUR more exciting than 
Ibe best of such hip FM stations as WLIR. So do 
youneJf a favor, pretend like you really care about 
JOUr school, and listen to WPUR 590 AM, your very 
own radio station. Thanks. 

Buckaroo Benjy Reiser 
A WPUR DJ 

Dancer Backs Division 
To the Editor: 

This is in response to the "concerned" student who 
wrote to complain about the "maltreatment" of the 
duc:en by the Dance Division. I am astounded at the 
audacity of this student who would criticize a 
department that he (or she) obviously knows nothing 
about. His comments reveal an incredibly warped and 
billed view of the dance program and its faculty. 

AI I dance major, I totally disagree with everything 
tbat this penon said. Our evaluations (the so-called 
-.sty letten; are written and discussed among all of 
die faculty, and are far from "immature or insulting." 

WPUR" Calling •.. THIS WEEK'S 
J,.ETTERS 

As for our class levels, it is not one faculty member 
who has "lowered the boom;" rather, all ofthe faculty 
were present atour placement classes, so it was a group 
decision. The faculty, by the way, are always available 
to talk to us about any problems we are having - class 
placement, technique, perfomung, personal problems, 
anything. They are always supportive, and know when 
to push us when we need it, and when not to push. I 
believe that they respect us as much as we respect 
them. 

How dare someone who is not even in the 
department slander it like that! Whoever you are, your 
letter amounts to the worst trash I have read in a long 
time, and I truly hope that no one else shares your 
twisted and insulting views. I could go on, but I think I 
have made my point. 

Sincerely, 
Elise Schnakenberg 

Rights In Jeopardy 
To the Editor: 
Hi! Welcome to 1985. 
Because you are a student residing (presumably) on 

campus the powers that be are no longer required to 
obtain a search warrent - in which probable cause is to 
be proved or manifest - before searching: your private 
person, locker, or residence. Say you are charged and 
"the arresting Officers neglects to read your rights, 
anything you Say or do Will still be used against you ' 

., through a new Supreme Court ruling. 
If you a-re convicted of sellng a controlled substance 

on or near school property, not only do you need to 
defend yourself against a local magistrate, but a 
federal one as well, serving up to a 30 year sentence for 
that offense. Ifyou used your car for the said purpose, 
that vehicle gets confiscated - not impounded - and 
becomes STATE PROPERTY. This ruling also 

. applies to those convicted ofdriving while intoxicated: 
Many of these mandates have come into effect since 

fall semester. Hope you've had a satisfying Winter 
Break enjoying your waning moments of freedom, . 
because the STATE has clamped down by stepping on 
the toes of our forefathers and immuring the masses 
with" the notion that LAW IS THE PANACEA FOR 
SOCIETY'S ILLS. 

Seniors A:"re 

Traitors 


Dear Load People, 

Senior class members should boycott their own 
graduation if they are forced to pay for the privilege of 
having their own graduation in decent accomodations. 
The idea that the college is too cheap to give the seniors 
a decent sending off is not as disturbing in some 
respects as the Student Senate's decision to go along 
with the whole travesty by becoming a fund raising 
organization for their own graduation. The ceremony 
is one of the few things which the sch.ool owes (if not to 
the students, then their parents) the students after their 
long association. 

The graduation ceremony is supposed to be 
dignified in some way so that it is memorable, and at 
least for the faculty's part I don't think that will be a 
problem. But can one really imagine a decent 
reception in the gym? How could the administration 
suggest such a plan? 

Students who think they should go out and raise 
funds for their own graduation, outside of the cap and 
gown fee, are no more than fools and traitors to their 
fellow widerclassmates. If this year's senior class 
supports such indecency the college will carry the 
policy on forever. Instead of being the subject of such 
humiliating disregard in your la,st year of school, 
boycott it if you have to pay for it. Maybe if the 
students let their voices be heard for once, the 
administration would not use them for rugs. 

Sincerely insulted by your cheapness 
RichaFd Campbell 

Correspondent Shows 
Immature Attitude 

To the Editor: 
As a part-time, older student, I do not participate in 

the day to day college life; however, I do enjoy reading 
The Load from time to time. 

I would offer one comment concerning the rebuttal 
of President Grebstein's reprimand of the editors 
(Reprimand From Grebstein Is Resented By Students. 
The Load. January 30, 1985). Whilst I am not in full 
agreement with the opinions expressed, I am" 
interested in all sides of the i$sue. I am concerned, 
however, with the tone of the letters and feel that the 
childish insults and name-calling say more about the 
writers than abou.t President Grebstein or the issue at 

LETTERS continued on next page 
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\' hand. The valid (to you) points you make are totally 
obscured by the inability to express thl!n in a mature 
and reasonable manner and only serves to alielJate 
some students and hinder constructive cooperation. 

The old adage about attracting more flies with 
honey than with vinegar is very true and one which 
must be learned in both social and business 
intefSctions. It is a pity that Mr. Halbig feels the 
necessity to vent his anger in an adolescent way. 

How can students who must resort such behavior 
feel qualified to dictate to the Administration on the 
hiring and firing of fac:ulty members? As Joan Ri~ers 
would say, "Grow up." 

Sincerely 
Louise Simmons 

Stomp Out Apathy! 
To the Editor: 

When I transferred to SUNY Purchase I was told 
that any suggestions I had to improve campus life 
would be greatly appreciated and always welcome. 
However, the problem with this campus involves the 
students. If you're going to complain about something 
either faulty or lacking, do something to change it. I 
have never seen larger groups of apathetic or lethargic 
students who complain about this c:ampus or have 
"nothing to do." , 

There are plently of things to be involved with: The 
Load, GLBU, BSA,WPUR, Latinos Unidos, Jewish 
Students Coalition, Gospel Choir, The Women's 
Center, Men's Union, Video Center, Student Art 
Gallery, Student Senate, just to name a few. These 
clubs/ organizations are here for students to become 
involved, meet others, and work toward many unified 
and personal goals. ' 

If you chose to come to SUNY Purchase you must 
ha~ had some interest in student life. If not, you have 
probably thought of a way to make your residence life 
better. So let's get organized; it takes more than SOO 
innovative students to uplift this campus for its own 
betterment. Together we can make this happen. 

Sincerely, 
Julie Kenyon 

P .S. Commuter students are members of this campus 
too. Getting involved makes college a more 
memorable experience. 

Senate Criticism Is Misdirected 
To the Editor: 

Mr. Landau, ex-Vice President of Finance for the 
Student Senate Association, Inc. raised extremely 
valid points in his last article entitled "Former Senate 
VP of Finance Analyzes Student Senate." At this 
point in time, the Student Senate has charged a 
committee - The Constitution Committee - with the 
responsibility ofreworking the SSA Constitution. The 
problems that Joel discussed in his article are being 
addressed right now and his opinions would be 
welcomed by this committee. I really enjoyed this 
article as I am sure most of the student population did 
but why does the author feel that he has to address the 
Constitution Committee and the Student Senate 
through The Load when his opinions can be used in a 
constructive manner if he addressed the members of 
the Committee and the Senate directly. Maybe then 
his idealism can be transformed into reality. 

Sincerely, 
Allison M. Mahoney 

Executive Vice President 
Student Senate Association 

Grafitti Colors His World 
To the Editor: 

.~ 
I remember my reaction when "The Motorcycle Boy 

Reigns!" first appeared in huge black letters on the 
walls of the Social Sciences building and the old 
apartments. I thought depressingly that it was another 
sure sign of Purchase's inevitable and long-term 
regression into a pre-civilized state. I thought that, 
with this graffiti of-our cherished institution, we had 
become as unto animals; eating our ground chuck raw 
and dripping with blood. I was sure in my Puritan 
mind that this was it sign fI:om the Almighty Creator 
that our experime,nt in the wilderness, our shining city 
on ahiU in the State University system. was indeed a 
failure. That like the builders of the Tower of Babel. 
we had reached too high, come perhaps too c:lose, and 
were now being ruthlessly pulled back into our own 
selfISh morass. 
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Students Can Learn To Use Government And Politics 
To the Editors: 
In response to Joel Landau's articulate, somewhat years, the faculty and students have permitted the 
misguided article on the ineffectiveness of the Student College's administration to run unchecked (i.e. amok). 
Senate: I suspect that it has become all too fashionable We are now living in the mess we bave made. 
to blame the Senate's top-heaviness and constitution Curric:ulum changes, faculty dismissals, a remarkably 
for every problem that has faced the student body vague and silly admissions policy in the College of 
since Pandora's Box was opened. Like anything based Letters and Scie,nce, continued confusion -over 
soley on fashion, there is a certain lacking ofsubstance commencement, what appears to be a serious 
here. 'intrusion into the business of the student governlDCDt 
If the Senate is "top-heavy", it is bec:ause 'theStudent by a high level member of the College President's staff, 
Body has allowed/forced it to become that way. etc. etc. etc. are taking place with barely a whimper 
Someone has to take care Of the day-to-day business of from the faculty and students. And the college suffen 
the vast majority of the student services which fall for it. 
under the domain of the Senate. This responsibility It should be apparent to everyone that the term 
U$ually falls on the shoulders ofthe Senate's Executive institutional need is nothing but a buzz word - a term 
Committee. These are paid positions, as is the Editor ,the Administration uses to rationalize their actions. 
in-Chiefs. On the other hand, a mere Senator's only FUCK INSTITUTIONAL NEED. It just signifies a 
reward is the knowledge that he/ she is lending a series of dehumanizing policies designed to recruit as 
helping hand (and for those who believe in an afterlife many L &: S students as we can possibly cram into the 
maybe a cloud with a better view and a harp that stays Residence Halls. 
in tune). Senators, and for that matteI; all students, can Joe Stockdale, a distinguished professor in the 
be privy to just about everything the Exec's do. All one . Theatre Arts Division, remarked at a recent All 
has to do is go to the Executive Committee's meeting Campus ,Senate meeting that the Administration 
on Friday morning at 10:30. If Senators are unhappy should exist offacilitate the will of the faculty. Instead, 
about an executive decision, they can overturn it (and the adminisration continually ignores faculty 
have). The Executive is ultimately ac:c:ountable to the recommendations and does what it wants - all intbc 
full-Senate and that's the bottom line. name of institutional need. What is the faculty doill8 

Whether or not the Senate actually holds the to remedy .this situation? Obviously not a whole hell of 
Executives ac:c:ountable for anything is another story! a lot. I understand that a number of them are worried 
This depends on how willing individual senators are to about tenure - their very livlihoods. Sooner or later, it 
devote time and effort to the organization. You can should become apparent to the junior faculty that the 
only force a volunteer to do so much. Then you must administration is not willing to give them tenure. Just 
depend on good graces and character of the individual ask Profs. Kanth, Fiedcl and Tanner. 
senators to accomplish anything of substance. The Class 'of'85 is leaving. Hopefully the ceremonial 
If you are not satisfied with the performance of your side of our exit won't be in a stiftlingly hot and 
student senators, tell them so. If that doesn't work, oppressive gymnasium. We leave you with a legacy of 
have them impeached. It's not that difficult a process. change - a whole lot of it compromising to the 
If you don't even know who your senators are, find integrety of what was onCe"a very special place". Soon 
out. They'll be happy to tell you in the Senate office. it will be up to the classes of '86, '87, and '88, as well u 
the Executives are directly accountable to the the faculty, to keep a watchful eye on this small group 
Senators; the Senators are directly accountable to you. of men with , so much power. Colleges , are not 
If your Senators aren't meeting your needs, throw democracies. You can't impeach a College President 
them,out! or his Academic Y.P. You can, however, pressure the 

Mr. Landau can rewrite the Senate's Constitution, administration to pay less attention to this nebulous 
the. U.S. Constitution, the Magna Carta, the Bible, concept of institutional need and more to very real 
invent a better mouse trap and cure the common cold, student needs. Right now, student activism and overt 
but if students AND senators remain apathetic, a faculty pressure is the least of the president's worries. 
whole lot of responsibility will fall on the shoulders of That just might be something the rest of us should 
a small group of people. worry about. 

y "..,
" ......4,. 

It's a very bad time to be apathetic. For the last two name withheld b 

-Proposal For Better U .Sr-Nicaraguan Relations 
By SHAUN PAUL 

Recently, I have concentrated iny 
The Reagan Administration mustattentions towards U.S. relations with 

also accept that economic influence(i.e. Nicaragua. I have conclud~ that the 
loans, aid) is more effective thanmost viable diagnosis is for the United 
military force. Continuing repressive States to genuinely accept coexistence 
intervention in Nicaragua, bywith the popularly -elected 
supporting the Contras and miningrevolutionary gov~rnment. Conversely, 
their harbors, further - alienates the

'. Nicaragua must make large concessions 
Nicaraguan people from the U.S. to the U.S. . 

It is in our best interest to cultivate".'. The Sandinistas must loosen their 
pro-U .S. interest groups other than the-~ ~ monopoly of power. Stability could be 
private sector. The farmers and/ ' '"" secured through negotiations, acts of 

{',':'" ~....'.~ agrarian community are another criticalappeasement and moderation toward ~ .~,< "., and politically influential group. If thethe U.S. Most significantly, even.0; '~,~, / ' (~':-( . ~~\.,. United States were to financiallythough their private sector controls'''/ '" _ ' ,/ ~J support agrarian reforms that the
•• ~ f'.. · . '~ ':,.••. ;. over 60% of the economy, business 

- farmers have devised, it would be a step interest groups must be furtherWe encourage the toward gaining their trust and support.incorporated into the polic:y making readers to express Cultural, technological andprocess. Additionally, the Sandinistas 
educational exchanges are other meanstheir opinions on must understand that absolute non
to develop cordial relations withalignment is impossible: They need U.S. topics of interest. Nicaragua. It Is essential to empha~economic support desperately whichLetters should be sincerity and patience while lettinacannot be supplied by any other nation. 
Nicaragua solve their own problems. typed and no more Assuming that economic and 
The pragmatism of the Sandinistas wiDthan 250 words. political stability are desirable to both 
ultimately show that nationalism ofcountries, it is in the U.S's interest toThe writer's name, industries is a less efficient method toestablish sound hemogeny in the region. address and tele develop a nation than leaving busiocss Where President Carter underestimated 
to private interests. Immediately.phone number the Soviet threat, Reagan has 
stability through sincere dialogue is ofoverestimated it. Experts agree that theshould accompany utmost importance.Sandinistas would eagerly agree toany submission. U.S. militarization in the area Candiscontinue Soviet-Eastern bloc-Cuban 

The opinioDS-which are only diminish effective, long-term U.S.military buildup, if the U.S. halted 
influence in the region. Long-termexpressed by our hostile actions and terminated support 
stability is only feasible throughof the Contras. This could be negotiated readers do not neces improved relations between popularly through organizations like thesarily reflect the views supported governments. Contradora group which both Il8tions 

of tb,e Editorial Board. acknowledge as a mediator. 



LETTERS continued from previous page 
I was wrong ofcoune. I was onlyajuniorandatthe 

lime moral indignation at stuff like graffiti was in for 
juniors. Now I'm a senior and my education being that 
much closer to completion, I see much more clearly. It 
occurred to me that I don't think a week has gone by in 
die past for years without some dupe, usually an 
outsider, commenting on how drab this campus is. 
And not just drab, really, but absolutely ugly. In fact, 
down right spiritually repressive. Its brown brick, they 
would say, imposes a brown atmosphere, and 
resultantly we were all somehow becoming 
intellectually brown. And really they were right. All 
you could do in face ofthis withering criticism was sort 
Ii mumble "yeah but the Natural Sciences building's 
kiDda interesting ..... But in our heart of hearts we knew 
die truth to their words. That somehow this campus 
conspires to drain us of our individual colors, and to 
fuDdamentally brown us. 

And so I was enormously gratified this week to.see 
"Sandino Vive!" scra wled in bright white letters across 
the library wall. It brought new life to my browning 
1Oul. We should not condemn graffiti at this school. 
Rather we should welcome it as a strike against the 
coagulating forces of brown education, as a 
nuscrtion of our individual humanity. We should let 
itcolor the whole school from the President's office to 
the new apartments. We should see that behind every 
paimbrush is a genius. I see a Purchase of many hues; 
blues and greens and oranges, even heliotropes and 
paces. I look forward to a day when every wall has its 
..opo. every brick its color. Then this would be a 
college! I stand with Julie Andrews: "Climb every 
mountain, paint every brick!" 

Sincerely, 
Joel Landau 

On Whom Winter 
Has Been Very Hard 

... . 

Jewish Student Coalition Sponsoring Series OJEvents 

. 

To the general SUNY Purchase public, 
This letter is dedicated to those of you who believe 

"never do today what you can do next week," for those 
of you who have perfected the art of procrastination. 
Probably while you pursue this edition of The Load 
that novel, painting, musical composition or 
psychological stud'y awaits your attention. But you 
just aren't quite ready to attack that mound of work. 
For you, we have invented even more creative 
opportunities for procrastination. 

"Aha!" you say, because you saw it coming, yet 
another letter from yet another club soliciting your 
time. Well don't put The Load down just yet. Take a 
ganderat some ofour suggestions. The Jewish Student 
Coalition (JSC) spring semester promises to be full 
and exciting. We hope to work with other campus 
groups and clubs, plus to co-sponsor events with 
groups on other campuses. Here is just a sampling of 
the array of programs we will be running: 
- After The Apple - A women's forum on a variety of 
different issues. ' 
-Faculty-Student_ Lu~h Hour Forum .. Professor Lee 
Schlesinger, February 26. 

-Hot Cocoa-Coffee-Tea-All You Can Drink House 
An evening of wartn refreshment with entertainment 
imported in from Columbia University and Queens 
College. 
-SUNY · Purchase Soviet Jewry! Prisoner of 
Conscience Committee - Annual Washington Lobby, 
February 27-28. For info call Nina 253-5282. 
-Ethiopian Jewry Forum and Fundraiser 
Annual Campus Wide Yom-Hashoah 
Holocaust MemoriPl Commemoration 

-Israel Awareness Day 
-Hamentaschen Sale and Purim Party (a holiday 
where we make very merry) 
-Israel Forum II 
- Hebrew School Without Walls - mini~lasses from A 
to Z. 
-Core Meetings - steering committee meets every 
other Wednesday at4:30 onward to dine and to discuss 
what needs doing, who's it, etc ... 
, Dates and details about these and other events will 

be in future Loads, Orders, and on the brown brick of 
Purchase. 

H you are interested in any of these programs, have --.. 
ideas you'd like to share and! or implement, or just 
want to chit chat call '253-9 114. We also love visitors so 
please, feel free to venture down into that deep abyss 
otherwise known as CCN baseD)ent. The JSC, where 
chocolate and good talk are available, resides in the 
Office of Religious Life; right next to the Children's 
Center and the game room. We look forward to seeing 
you. 

Here's to a great spring, 
The JSC 

P.S. The Jewish Student Coalition is committed to 
helping build a sense of campus-wide community. Itis 
dedicated to providing programs for all students, 
faculty. and community members curious about or 
interested in a Jewish connection at SUNY Purchase. 
The JSC is an umbrella organization for Jewish 
campus activity sponsored by B'nai B'rith 
Hillel! Jewish Association For College Youth. 

-
r~~~~~~~~~~~~7~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~, 

IIF YOU'VENE.VE.~ . 
Il)EEN TO AN E.VE-NT SPONSORE.D 
I " h . 
,5Y THE JeWfS Student Coalition 
ITHE.N 
: PERHAPS YOU SHOULD TRY ONE 

IOf THESE:. YOU'L L 5E. PLEASANTLY 

:SURPRISED!! 

IComing, Up:

t . '-- 

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 20th -- 4:30 PM -- Cafeteria, Campus Center NJrtht CORE Meeting (Steering Committee of JSC) Open to one and all! 

IWEDNESDAY , FEBRUARY 20th ~~ 7:30 PM -- To be announced

I MaIka Meron, an Israeli representative stationed in Washington DC,

I will speak on: 

I "ISRAEL: AN INTROSPECTIVE APPROACH" 
tTUESDAY,FEBRUARY 26th -- 12:30 PM -- TBA 

Pro~essor Lee Schlesinger will speak at the Faculty-Student-Lunch-Hour t SemInar IV on: 
t liThe Problematics of Monotheism II 

t 

I · . . . . : 

t THE ,NEW YEAR,BOO,K t 
I IS COMING I 
I I 

orders are being taken for: 
the 1985 Brick at ,the Info 

t 
Booth every day 

ORDER YOURS NOWI 


only $20.00 cold cash 

supplies are limited 

get them while they're HOT
t ' 

t 
I 

TERAAN-.CONSCIOUSNESS: 
ECOLOGY * WORLD PEACE * EVOLUTIONARY TECHNOLOGY 

OI'tE -W .ORLD 
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MINORITY from page 10 

and say, come to us 
because we need your 
numbers." 

In terms of possible reasons 
for the lack of minority 
students at SUNY Purchase, 
transportation-a concern of 
the Office of Admissions
doesn't seem as likely a reason 
as does the reason cited by 
Renneth Sorhaindo. He 
discussed minority enrollment 
with regard to the EOP because 
in the past, as at present, most 
SUNY · Purchase minority 
students enter the College 
under the auspices of the EOP. 
Mr. Sorhaindo said that the 
reason why more minority 
students end up at other SUNY 
colleges and universities, 
instead of Purchase, has 
nothing to do with the 
provision of weekend buses to 
New York City. Rather, it is 
related to the founding reasoQs 
for the Educational Opportu
nity Program. He explained 
that minority students 
sometimes need the services of 
the EOP because those 
students may be either 
economically or educationally 

disadvantaged due to the 
. structure of American society. 

He outlined the eligibility 
requirements for those who are 
accepted to the EOP because of 
academic needs. A high school 
grade point average of 80% is 
the high cut-off point for 
acceptance of these students as 
stated by EOP guideIines-a 
student's a verage can be below 
that point, but in either case, an 
EOP-eIigible student must be 
found to be inadmissible to the 
College by regular admissions 
criteria. Since the Office of 
Admissions screens all 
applicants to the EOP before 
referring them to the EOP 
Admissions Committee headed 
by Mr. Sorhaindo, students 
who had a high school average 
of 80%, but need EOP because 
of academic deficiences that are 
often concealed in their high 
school records, are told that 
they will be admitted through 
regular admissions, but not 
through the EOP. 

This procedure turns away 
many prospective students 
from minority backgrounds 
who consequently decide to 
enroll at another SUNY school 

TO HELP 
-H·Q·T·L·I·N·e 

and DROP ·IN service 

Hours: 4pm-2am Af·F 
. 8pm-2am S&S 

Room: 	1019 and 1021 
Social Science Building 

Call or drop by with 
any type of prob!em 

. that offers them ~ntrance to an 
EOP. Mr. Sorhaindo said, "I'm 
~ot saying that every student 

with an 80 average should be 
admitted to the EOP, but 
there are some who need the 
services of the Program, and 
when denied those services, will 
go elsewhere to get them." 

Financial packages offered 
by the EOP are also necessary 
for some students who have 80 
averages or slightly over, and 
those students are also turned 
away from the EOP and 
accepted under regular 
admissions. "Now tell me, .. 
said Mr. Sorhaindo, "If you 
were a student with an 80 
average, and you indicated the 
need for EOP during your 
application process, say 
because you relied on a social 
service such as Welfare, but 
you were told that you could 
enter only under regular 
admissions and not EOP, 
wouldn't you choose to attend 
another SUNY school that 
offered you the opportunity to 
be an EOP student? That may 
be one of the main reasons why 
more minority students go to 
other SUNY's." 

253-5083 
ALL SERVICES ARE STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL 

·r---------------------
I . 
t YOUR AD COULD APPEAR HERE 
r classifieds are $5.00 for up to ten lines. 
t FREE TO STUDENTS AND FACULTY 
t Don't put up signs all over campus just to end up without 
t results! 

t place your ad here 

t just put your ad in an envelope addressed to LOAD 
t CLASSIF~EDS and drop it off at the Info Booth in CCN. 

t Students, please include ID number and/or phone number. 

t 
22 The Load, February 20, 1985 ~--~------------------
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STOP TIlLS HAN 'S HAIl{ 
110M FALLING OJTI
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HELP WANTED 
Waiter/waitress needed at 
BUFFER. $3.75/ hour 12:30-3; see 
Rick in the Dining Hall 
Penon needed to learn and assist 
in all phases of a travel agency. 
Must have car. Hourly wages. 
Call Karen (914) 946-7087. 
Bus boy needed at Buffer on 
Tues., Wed., Fri. 12-3 or 12:30-3. 
Salesperson for a re,tail computer 
store in White Plains. Saturdays 
required. Some knowledge of 
home lie: business microcomputers 
a must. Contact Paul at 949-3282, 
afterrioons. 

MUSICIANS 
Gospel Piano Player for the 
SUNY Purchase Gospel Choir. 
Salary negotiable. Call Roben 
Kellerman at 253-5840 10 set up 
an audition . 

MISCELLANEOUS 
LOSE WEIGHT NOW 

Natural Nutrition Program 
results in weight loss of up to 20 
Ibs. in one month. 100% 
satisfaction guaranteed or your 
money back. Sa fe, easy, effective 
way 10 lose weight and feel greatl 
Call 937·6610. 

(!:! ' ~ ~-~-	 . J 
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